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SUMMARY

The crop is treated as a complex rough surface, to which

transfer of mass or heat encounters greater resistance than transfer

of momentum. This excess resistance is expressed in terms of the

parameter B~^ (used "by Chamberlain, 1966), and incorporated in

Monteith's (1963» 1965) method of estimating surface vapour pressures

and temperatures.

An explicit expression for B~*"*" is developed, in part from

appropriate resistances of individual crop elements. Also, a general

empirical relationship is proposed between and the ratio \i of

the normal pressure drag to the tangential skin friction drag on any-

rough surface! \xf alone or implicit in B~^, is claimed to be a

more useful parameter of surface roughness than the roughness length

zQ when effectiveness of transfer at the surface itself is under
consideration. It is further argued that a universal threshold

value of p., and not the roughness Reynolds* number RQ s 2.U,
specifies 'he transition to the "fully rough" flow regime.

The nature of the drag on surface elements exposed to highly

sheared and turbulent flow is investigated by direct measurement

with a simple moment balance of the drag on several elements of an

artificial crop. This experiment gives rise to a technique for

procuring an "equilibrium" wind profile (i.e. a profile largely

invariant in the direction of flow) with the shortest possible

extent of crop\ an expression relating the behaviour of zQ to
that of the drag coefficient of an individual surface elementJ

an analytical method of estimating the turbulent resistance of

the canopy flow I and a plausible electrical analogue to the crop

as a momentum sink.
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Direct measurement of the dimensionless coefficients, C^,

Gy and Ch for transfer of momentum, mass and heat (molecular
diffusivities v, D and k , respectively) "between an artificial

leaf (a typical element of a natural rough surface) and the air¬

flow in a wind-tunnel leads to the result = Cq(D/v, '</v),
where CQ is practically independent of the angle of incidence / of
the leaf to the airflow and in a regime of fully forced convection

is proportional to (wind speed)"'2. Cd however, made up of a

(usually) dominant pressure part in addition to the molecular

skin friction part C^,, is found to depend strongly on / and,
except near /rf = 0°, to "be nruch greater than CQ. A proposed
equality "between CQ and C^. ' s reduced "by argument to the form

= 0CQ, where p lies "between unity and (about) 10""*", depending
on the type and inclination (/) of the roughness elements, and

on wind speed, (The sensitive moment balance developed for the

crop drag experiment is used to determine both C?d and Cv»)
Examination of a set of Rothamsted field data shows that

shelter of several leaves by an upstream neighbour restricts

the transfer of momentum to a real crop (beans). It is suggested

that the corresponding restriction to mass or heat transfer is

somewhat less effective, and the magnitude k - 2 is derived

for b"1. Finally, a universal value of is proposed for

any suitably vegetated natural surfaced namely b""1* » ij., provided

the friction velocity u^ lies between the arbitrary limits 15
and U-5 cm. see.""*".
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SYMBOLS AND SUBSCRIPTS

Each symbol without exception is defined at its

point of introduction in the text, It should "be noted

however that a few symbols have different meanings accord

ing to context.

Use of subscripts is extensive. Where a subscript is

attached to a dimensionless transfer coefficient C, or

to the corresponding resistance r, the following case

convention is adopted.

An upper case subscript is used when transfer is between
an extended rough surface and the airflow
at some level above! e.g. the drag coef-
ficient

transfer r

and the resistance to heat

H*

A lower case

(Such coefficients and resistances refer to
unit area in the horizontal plane.)

subscript is used for transfer between an

element of a rough surface and air flowing
past the element, whether the element re¬
mains part of the surface or is isolated in
a wind-tunnel, e.g. the generalised coef¬
ficient for transfer of mass or heat C0;
and the resistance to momentum transfer r^.
(Such quantities refer to unit plan area of
the element - i.e. one half of the total

surface area of a leaf, but only about V*
times the surface area of a cylindrical

element.)

N.B. several subscripts, notably "o", have meanings

which depend on the parent symbol.
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INTRODUCTION

The aerodynamic properties and hehaviour of
• a '* • r

individual roughness elements of an extended natural sur¬

face, such as the leaves and sterns of a field crop,

dictate the magnitude of the atmospheric wind drag on

the surface as a whole. Under conditions of fully forced

convection this drag force, or downward turbulent flux of

momentum, specifies completely the intensity and scale of

turbulence in the boundary layer flow above the surface;

and in turn this turbulence promotes vertical transfer

of mass or heat towards or away from the surface. Be¬

tween any two levels within such a turbulent boundary

layer, Reynolds' analogy between the transfer of momentum

and the simultaneous transfer of any property entrained

in the turbulent flow can be properly invoked. (Whether

or not Reynolds' analogy is ever exactly upheld, even

under neutral stability conditions, is not a considera¬

tion of this thesis).

However, as explained by Owen and Thomson (1963),

Reynolds' analogy breaks down where transfer to or from

the surface Itself is concerned: briefly, normal press¬

ure or "bluff-body" forces acting on individual elements

of a rough surface greatly augment the transfer of

momentum to the surface, but have no analogue in the

transfer of mass or heat (see 1.3(c)). In effect, greater

(non-dimensional) differences of temperature or humidity

than of wind speed are maintained between a rough surface
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and the airflow above it. This in itself is a funda¬

mental objection to Monteith*s (1963) determination of

surface properties by extrapolation to zero wind speed

of the atmospheric wind versus property relations. The

present work examines the forced convective transfer of

momentum, mass and heat to or from rough surfaces in

general and natural rough surfaces in particular,

emphasis being placed on the role played by individual

surface elements; and seeks a quantitative improvement

to Monteith*s method of estimating "mean surface con¬

ditions" of temperature and humidity.

The complex form of natural surface roughnesses, in

comparison with Nikuradse* s simple sand roughness, leads

the author into discussion of the nature of the flow

regime over, and the behaviour of the roughness length

z0 of, a typical vegetated surface (see 1.1(b)).

Any serious attempt to calculate the drag on a field

crop from the wind profile within the canopy should ( if

possible) avoid the over-simplification made by Uchijima

and Wright (1963) that the drag coefficients of crop

elements can be assumed independent of wind speed. Also,

following Philip (1966), it is possible that the drag

coefficient of a leaf or stem exposed to a highly sheared

ana turbulent mean flow within a crop canopy differs

significantly from the coefficient found for an identical

leaf or stem exposed, in isolation, to a uniform laminar

airflow. The artificial crop experiment (Chapters 2 and

3) is designed primarily to test this latter point by
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direct measurement of the force (or rather the moment) on

a single crop element of known "isolated" drag coef¬

ficient. This experiment demonstrates also the nature of

the airflow into, over and through a densely "planted"

area; gives realistic values for the vertical exchange

coefficient for momentum within the artificial canopy;

and provides general insight into the behaviour of the

roughness length, zQ, and the zero plane displacement,
dQ, of a complex rough surface.

In the artificial leaf experiment (Chapter b),

coefficients are measured (independently) for the trans¬

fer of momentum, mass and heat "between a single leaf and

a uniform airflow: results are obtained for several

values of /6, the angle between the leaf and the in¬

cident airflow. (Previous work has not considered

momentum, mass and heat transfer to (or from) the self¬

same surface or surface element)• Also, a relationship

is sought between the measured transfer coefficient of a

property and its molecular diffusivity. These coefficients

are required initially in Chapter 5 ("Application to a

field crop"), but are needed for any realistic analysis

of exchange processes within a crop canopy. Chapter 5

is of an exploratory nature and includes the introduc¬

tion of a "shelter factor" to account for direct aero¬

dynamic sheltering of some leaves by their upstream

neighbours.
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CHAPTER 1

THE FLOW OF AIR ABOVE AND WITHIN A CROP CANOPY.

1.1 Turbulent Shear Flow over a Complex Rough Surface

1.1(a) The profile of mean wind speed

Prandtl assumed that the shearing stress, or down¬

ward flux of momentum, in a fully developed turbulent

boundary layer is independent of the height z above

the boundary and equal to the stress t on the boundary,

This allowed the gradient of mean fluid velocity at z

to be expressed as

du( z)
dz kz (1.1)

where kz is the Prandtl mixing length, k being von

Karman*s constant, and u^ is the friction velocity
defined in a fluid of density p by

2
PU* (1.2)

Provided that buoyancy effects due to vertical tempera¬

ture gradients in the fluid can be neglected, 3q. (l.l)

can be integrated in the form

uLsl
u„ E tn< (1.3)

where zQ, which accounts for the constant of integration,
is termed the roughness length of the surface. It has

been found that, when k = 0.U-0, Eq. (1.3) gives the
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profile of mean wind speed in turbulent shear flow over

any level surface, whether smooth or uniformly rough, in

the laboratory (Schlichting, 1955) or in the field

(Sheppard, 19U7J Rider, 195U).

1.1(b) The roughness length, zQ

For flow over a rough surface zQ is a measure of
the associated scale of turbulence, and is usually

a^out an order of magnitude less than the average height
of the surface irregularities (see also 3.3(b)). From

Eg. (1.3), zQ can be written

z = z (l.u)
o

so that zQ will be independent of wind speed if the
dimensionless ratio (u(z)/uK) is independent of wind

speedj but if t is written in the form

f = p.u2(z) CD(z) (1.5)

where C^(z) is the surface drag coefficient, then com¬
parison with Eg. (1.2) gives

CD(z) = (u(z)/uj-2 (1.6)
Thus constancy of zQ implies constancy of CD(z), and
vice-versa.
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For flow over a surface with a roughness of closely

packed sand grains of height h , Nikuradse (see
s

Schlichting, 1955) showed experimentally that

h
g

z = /30 = a constant,
u zQ (1*7)

when Rq = > 2.U

where v is the appropriate kinematic viscosity and

Rq the roughness Reynolds* number. In this flow regime,
which is termed "fully rough", constancy of zQ and
hence of C^Cz) demonstrates a quadratic relationship
between f and u(z). This implies that by far the

greatest part of T~ is due to "bluff-body" (or normal

pressure) drag on the individual sand grains: i.e. the

Reynolds* number R of the flow past the roughness

elements is high enough (greater than a critical value

R ) for their individual drag coefficients, C^(u), to
be independent of wind speed when (u^hg/v ) is greater
than about 70. This critical Reynolds* number can be

estimated for sand roughness by writing

(Rc)8 = U^h^hs (1.8)
where h_ is a representative cross-stream dimension of

a surface element. Eqs. (1.3) and (1.7) combine to give

2^21 = I Mz/hs) + 8.5 (1.9)

from which u(h ) = 8,5 u , The critical value of
D 'A
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u„ is 70v/ha, so that (Rrt)Q £ 600 which is safely■K o OS

into the regime of dominant pressure drag for a "bluff

object.

Although Eq. (1.3) holds for the complex forms of

surface roughness which occur in nature, care must be
- *

taken in applying (as did Sutton* 1953) the relations of

Eq.. (1.7)» which were obtained for the simple sand rough¬

ness only. For example, when Paeschke (1937) used the

height h of vegetative growth on the surface of the

earth as a roughness parameter, Eq. (1.3) took the form

| £n( z/h) + 5 (1.10)

which corresponds to zQ = h/7.5. However, use of the
criterion Rq/* 2.1+ to imply constancy of zQ assumes
implicitly that the vegetation can be treated aero-

dynamically as a roughness comprised of closely packed

sand "grains" of height h = 30z_ = hh, which is
s o

physically incongruous. If Eq. (1.8) is written, for a

vegetative surface roughness, in the form

<EAeg "

where d is a typical minimum cross-stream dimension,

and (Rc)veg is equated to (Rc)b» then as d is of the
order h/10 it can be shown from Eq. (1.10) that
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zq = a constant when (R0)veg )> 150 (1.12)
i.e. R = 150 is suggested for the lower limit of the

o

"fully rough" flow regime over a vegetated surface. This

is in partial agreement with Deacon (1957)t who analysed

Rider's (195U-) data to show the critical value of Rq
for short grass to he about hO.

Thus, for (R ) < 150, z cannot be assumed* o'veg o

independent of wind speed, even although the roughness

elements project fully into the turbulent boundary layer

and there is no laminar sublayer (in the commonly accept¬

ed sense). The roughness length zQ is related by Eqs.
(l.U) and (1.6) to CD(z), a drag coefficient of the sur¬
face as a whole; and if the drag force on the surface is

not primarily due to pressure forces (i.e. if (Rrt),ron. is
less than 150) cD(z) and hence zq must be a decreas¬
ing function of wind speed.

A further decrease in zQ with increasing wind
speed will occur (for any value of Rq) if flexible
rou^iness elements change their geometry in accord with

changing wind speed (e.g. streamlining of leaves or stems).

Such a reduction in zQ is recorded for long grass by
Priestley (1959).

In general, if the drag coefficient of a typical

element of a rough surface is written as c^(u, /), where
j6 is the angle of inclination of the element to air

flowing past with speed u, then zQ will decrease with
wind speed if G^, and hence Cj£z), decreases with



wind speed. If decreases with wind speed solely

because j6 decreases with wind speed then the flow

regime can genuinely be termed "fully rough". However

if decreases with u at constant / the flow
. «... ' .■ . ' ... ■ . 1 0

regime must be termed "transitional". (For flow regimes

over a rough surface see, e.g., Schlichting, 1955).

1.1(c) The Zero Plane Displacement, dQ

When the surface roughness consists of high vegeta¬

tion, such as a cereal or bean crop, an empirical con¬

stant in the form of a zero plane displacement must be

introduced into Eq. (1.3)» such that

2^ = i«n((z - ao)Ao) . (1.13)
This empirical displacement is the value of dQ for
which the plot of 6n(z - a ) versus u(z) is judged to

be linear. dQ is always somewhat less than the height
h of a crop canopy, and is a larger fraction of h for

more densely planted crops. (Note: in the limits of

zero and maximum density, dQ must equal zero and h
respectively.) In terms of Eq.. (1.13), the plane z = dQ
can be designated a virtual surface (see also 3.3(f))S
and u(z) = 0 at z = dQ + zq. However, Eq. (1.13)
describes the real wind speed profile down to z = h

only.
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1.1(d) The Eddy Viscosity,

The eddy viscosity of a turbulent shear flow can be

defined as a function of z by writing the shearing

stress in the form

T = P ^(2) (1.1U)
z > h

The quantity K^(z) is the vertical diffusivity of
momentum, or the inverse of the specific resistance to

momentum transfer in the vertical, at the level z; and

on combining Eqs. (l.l), (1.2) and (l.lU) can be written

as

Km( z) = ku^z - dQ) (1.15)
z > h

i.e. K^(z) increases linearly with height above the
canopy.

For the purposes of this thesis, the corresponding

turbulent diffusivities of mass, Ky, and heat, K^, are
assumed equal to each other (Kq) and to K^, so that

kq(z) = km(z) (1.16)
z ^ h

(This equation expresses Reynolds' analogy between the

transfer of mass or heat on the one hand and momentum

on the other.)
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1.2 Turbulent Shear Flow Past the Roughness Elements

of a Complex Surface.

1.2(a) Drag on the surface elements

In Section 1,1 the crop is introduced as a complex

roughness of uniform density (spacing) covering a level

ground surface to a uniform height, h. Here the crop is

considered as the region in which a turbulent shearing

stress, T , in the flow over the crop is transferred to

the ground surface via the stresses on individual crop

elements. Assuming that within the crop canopy mean wind

speed can be defined and its profile measured, then the

force f on an "equivalent" vertical column of crop, of
2

cross-section 1 cm, , can be written in the form

f = ppu2(z) H U.,( 20.(0^) dz (1.17)
where p is the density of air, each A^(z) is the
surface area per unit volume of each type of crop element

(leaf, stalk etc.) and (Gd)j *s "to® corresponding drag
coefficient. Direct wind drag on a ground surface cover¬

ed by dense (or high) vegetation is negligible, so that

T can be equated to f.

Thus Eq. (1,17) would allow t to be calculated from

a knowledge of u(z) within the canopy (i.e. between

z = 0 and z = h), provided that each (G^)-j can
assigned a value relevant to conditions within the canopy.

However, available values of apply to isolated
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objects exposed in wind-tunnel conditions of smooth flow,

whereas in the canopy, (i), the flow is turbulent and

highly sheared (especially between dQ and h), and
(ii), complete sheltering of one or more leaves by an

upstream neighbour may well occur, "(i)" is investi¬

gated in Chapter 3 for a leaf-less artificial crop, and

evidence of "(ii)" is found for a field crop (beans) in

Chapter 5.

1.2(b) -t within the canopy.

The shearing stress in the turbulent flow at level

z within the canopy can be written, from Eg, (1.17), as

The stress t(z) decreases most rapidly in the uppermost

layers of the crop where the wind speed is highest and

momentum absorption is accordingly most efficient.

1.2(c) km within the canopy.
It is possible to define K^( z) for 0 ^ z ^ h

by writing

where t(z) can be obtained from eq, (1.18). (For

r(.)/(p g) (1.19)
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z > h, Eg. (1.19) reduces to Eg. (1.15)). The magnitude

of within a crop canopy is reguired for comparison

with, or substitution for, corresponding values of Ky
and which are being determined by independent means

at Rothamsted Experimental Station.

When Uchijima and Wright (1963) use Eg. (1.19) to

determine KM within a corn canopy they find that KM( z)
decreases exponentially with distance below z = h, in

such a way that (0.75h) = 0.5 K^(h). However, in
obtaining nr as a function of z within the canopy

they consider the drag on the leaves only, and also

assume that has the same constant value at all

levels (i.e. implicitly at all wind speeds) within the

canopy (although they have to choose different "constant"

values on different occasions). It is likely that

is relatively large at lower levels in the canopy and

relatively small at upper levels where higher wind speeds

promote streamlining (i.e reduction in and/or increase
... . ... % . I

in shelter effect due to bunching of leaves - see 5.2( d))«

If such a variation in with height within the canopy

is accepted, then it can be shown that has larger

values within the canopy than those calculated by

Uchijima and Wright.

The magnitude and behaviour of K^( z) is studied in
Section 3.Ma) Tor the artificial crop and in Section

5.3(a) for the 1966 bean crop at Rothamsted.
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1.3 The Transfer Resistances of a Complex Rough Surface

1.3(a) Definition of transfer resistance, r

The effectiveness of transfer of a property between

height z, where u = u(z), and a surface on which u

is everywhere zero can be represented by a dimensionless

transfer coefficient C(z) defined by

q = C(z) u(z) (1.20)

where, in consistent units, q is the rate of convective

transfer of the property across unit horizontal area and

Is difference in concentration of the property

between z, where its concentration is Y(z) and the

surface on which its mean concentration is Tlie

product u(z) C( z) can be regarded as a conductance

through which the potential difference drives the

current or flux density q . The corresponding resis¬

tance is

r(z) = (u(z) C( z)) 1 (1.21)

and is termed a transfer resistance: with u(z) express¬

ed in cm. sec. \ r( z) has units of sec. cm. \
For transfer of momentum to a surface,

q = t = puf ;^(z) = pu( z); and is zero;
so that C(z) = (u^/u(z)) which is equal to the drag
coefficient C^(z) defined by Eq. (1.6). A resistance
rD(z) can then be defined, namely
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rD(z) = u(z)/uf (1.22)

which, for a crop of height h, is the total resistance to

the transfer of momentum to the crop from a height z

greater than or equal to h .

The corresponding resistances rir(z) and r__(z) toV n

the transfer of mass or heat to or from the crop can be

defined in terms of the appropriate values of q.,

and Xls* However, difficulties in measuring or even
defining for the complex vegetated surfaces intfiich

occur in nature have hindered direct measurement of r^
and r__. Conversely, without an estimate of the size of

IX

r^(z) or r^Cz), it is not possible to predict each ^ g

from a knowledge of appropriate q. and ^X_(z). Monteith
(1963) has used a simple model, in which r.^(z) for
water vapour and r„(z) for heat are each implicitly

H

assumed equal to r^Cz), to determine representative
values of vapour pressure and temperature on various

vegetated surfaces. That this assumption is an over-

simplification ( even within the terms of the model) is

discussed in the following Sections; while the model

itself is discussed in Section 5.^-(b).

1.3(b) Differences between gp. and rn .

It has long been recognised that the resistance of

a rough surface to momentum transfer is usually much less

than the corresponding resistance to a simultaneous trans'

fer of mass or heat. The transfer of any property to a
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rough surface can. be considered as talcing place through

two resistances in series: i.e. r_, r,r and r„ canD V ii

each be separated into two partsj (a), and (b). Part

(a) is the resistance to transfer across the turbulent

boundary layer. If Reynolds' analogy between the trans¬

fer of momentum on the one hand and mass or heat on the

other can be invoked, then (a) can be assumed the same

for all properties in transfer, including momentum (i.e

the resistances given by the integrals of dz/KQ and
dz/K,, across the turbulent boundary layer are identical

M

- see Eq.. (1.16)). The other resistance (b) is that of

the surface itself. This (aerodynamic, as distinct from

stomatal) resistance differs for mass, heat and momen¬

tum to an extent depending on the size of the appropriate

molecular diffusivities and on the shape, size and

inclination of each element of roughness on the surface.

Owen and Thomson (1963) measured the discrepancy between

the resistance to the transfer of mass or heat and the

resistance to the transfer of momentum between a rough

glass plate and a turbulent air-stream. They analyse

their results in terms of the quantity B**1, the inverse

of a sublayer "tanton number defined for the surface:
-1

B is a non-dimensional form of the extra resistance

encountered by mass or heat at the surface over that

encountered by momentum. Owen and Thomson find that

u h m n
B"1 = a (-^-S) (j- , £) (1.23)
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where v , D, and k are the molecular diffusivities of

momentum, mass, and heat} where m and n were found to

have the values 0.1+5 and 0.8 respectively; and where a

was found to be constant for a given type of surface

roughness. Thus B_1 increases with surface roughness,

or rather with surface roughness as specified by ho, and

decreases with an increase in diffusivity of the property

in transfer. That a is a surface parameter, and not an

absolute constant, demonstrates the inability of the

roughness length zq (equal to h8/30) to specify fully
the effectiveness of transfer of mass or heat to or from

a rough surface (see also 1.3(c) and 5.U(a)).

1.3(c) The "bluff-body" effect

At any rough surface normal pressure or "bluff-body"

forces acting on individual roughness elements greatly

augment the transfer of momentum by molecular diffusion

(manifested by skin friction), whereas simultaneous trans¬

fer of mas3 or "heat to or from the surface is restricted

to the mechanism of molecular diffusion alone. Chamber¬

lain (19^6) measured the deposition rate of thorium-B on

to artificial grass and other rough surfaces from a tur¬

bulent air-stream. He reports that the enhancement of

momentum transfer is much less for the artificial grass

and other fibrous surfaces (B of order 5) than for

rough glass surfaces (B of order 25). Because "bluff-

body" forces constitute a relatively small proportion of
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the total drag on such fihrous surfaces, Barry (1965)

has equated the mass transfer coefficient (for D s v)

of a natural surface to that part of its total drag

coefficient not due to pressure forces, i.e. to its skin

friction drag coefficient. That this cannot "be true in

general is shown in Section U.U.

If p is the ratio "between the "bluff-body" and

skin friction forces acting on the elements of a rough

surface and E is an absolute constant, then the

relation

B"1 * Ep (£ , £)n (1.2U)

should provide an estimate of the size of B~^; for in

the limit of a smooth surface (and D or k = v) both B*"*
and p must be zero: also, large p implies large B~^,
and vice versa. If p varies little from one type of

"fibrous" roughness element to another, which indeed is

likely, then Chamberlain's statement that b""^ varies

little with roughness length (over a factor of 20 in z0),
"provided the roughness elements are of fibrous charac¬

ter," gives qualitative support to Eq. (1.21*). It is

therefore suggested that the product a ((u hc)/v)0*^5 in^ S

Eq. (1.23) could reasonably be replaced by the product

Ep (Note: p must have a wind speed dependence close to

u*} at least for rigid roughness elements.)
Thus the ratio p (alone or implicit in B "*") is

a more representative parameter of surface roughness than

is zQ when the nature of effectiveness of transfer at



at the surface itself is "being considered, although the

scale of turbulence specified "by zQ controls the trans¬
fer towards or away from the surface. It is likely that

there exists a universal threshold value of n, (of

order 10), which delineates the transition to or from the

"fully rough" flow regime over any rough surface, a

transition not fully specified by a universal value of

the roughness Reynolds' number RQ, equal to (u^zQ)/v
(see 1.1(b)).

1.3(d) B"*1 for a crop

As introduced initially by Owen and Thomson (19&3)

B"1 = u r(z) - (u(z) ~ u(hs)) (1.25)*
V,H u*

which is the non-dimensional resistance of the surface

region (defined for z < h„) to mass or heat transfer.
o

However, they subsequently set (u(hg)/u^) equal to
zero, equivalent to re-defining as the extra non-

dimensional resistance encountered by mass or heat, over

that encountered by momentum, at the surface! i.e.

B"1 = u r(z) - (1.26)
V,H U*

This is the definition of b"*^ used by Chamberlain

(1966) in a study of the transfer resistances of a

complex rough surface consisting of uniformly "planted"

artificial grass (h 9 7*5 cm.), exposed to a turbulent



air-stream in a wind-tunnel.

Provided Eq. (1.16) is valid, b""^ is independent

of the level of observation, z I also, B-"®" is free

from any assumptions concerning the nature of the flow

below z = h. Assuming that the log-linear wind speed

profile (Eq. (1.13)) holds down to z = h, a condition

found for both real and artificial crops (neglecting

spatial departures close to each roughness element),
then Eq. (1.26) holds down to z s= h also. Thus, for

a crop, Eq. (1.26) can conveniently be written (using

Eq. (1.22)) as

B"1 * u^ (rQ(h) - rD(h)) (1.2?)

where the subscript "0" refers to the transfer of a

generalised property with diffusivity equal to v .

It is proposed that each resistance, ^(h) or

rD(h), can be separated into two parts. One is the mean
turbulent resistance to vertical transfer within the

canopy, R, and is termed the canopy resistance. The

other is the mean resistance of the crop elements them¬

selves, r/S, where S is the area of crop element per

unit area of horizontal surface. The canopy resistance

can usefully be considered as the turbulent resistance

between z s h and some mean level z within the canopy

(but see also 3»U(b), 3.U(c) and 5.3(b)), so that for a

turbulent diffusivity K(z)

R = R(h ^ z) = [h (1.28)
"2
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Appropriate parallel definition of r results from

considering the crop elements to "be localised at z = z

where u = u s u(z)> and writing r equal to r(u),

(3.3(d), 3.U(d)).
In consistent symbolism, therefore

rD(h) = Rd + rd/Sd (1.29)
and

rQ(h) = E0 + 70/S0 (1.30)
where ^

RD = RD(h—= f dz/K^z) (1.31)

and h

_ ds/F (z) (1.32)
z0

The resistance r0/SQ usually accounts for transfer to
or from leaves only, so that SD = L, the leaf { rea

indexj whereas ^d/Sd should "be derived to include
momentum transfer to stalks etc. as well as to leaves

(see 5.3(b)). However, as a first approximation

Sd = So = S, so that Eqs. (1.29) and (1.30) can "be eom-
"bined to give Eq. (1.27) in the form

B_1 = u„((F0-Fd)/s + (e0-rd)) (1.33)

This is a fall expression for b"1 in any crop or vegeta¬

tion canopy of height h. If the "turbulent" contribution

(Rq- Rd) can be negtected in comparison with (rQ - **d)/S
contributed by the "bluff-body" effect, then

B"1 = u#(rQ - rd)/S (1.3U)

R0 = R0(h->i0) = J



This equation will he exact only if RQ = RD, a con¬
dition not likely to he fulfilled unless KQ(z) = %(s)
within the canopy and zQ ~ zD. The former equality
may or may not he true in general, while the latter

requires that the sources and/or sinks of momentum, mass

and heat he similarly distributed in the vertical within

the canopy.

Eq. (1.3U) can he used to estimate the size of

B**^" for a given crop, thus determining the discrepancy

in resistance between the transfer of mass or heat and

the transfer of momentum to that crop. In Section 5*U(h),
B'1 is incorporated in Monteith's (1963) method of

estimating "mean surface conditions" of vapour pressure

and of temperature, thereby improving the accuracy of

the method while accounting for relevant criticisms

made by Philip and by Swinbank (see Monteith, 1963?

Discussion).
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CHAPTER 2

DESIGN OF THE ARTIFICIAL CROP EXPERIMENT

2.1 The Artificial Crop

2.1(a) Choice of crop element

Several requirements influenced the choice of the

size and shape of the elements and of their subsequent

density and mode of array as an artificial crops

(i) that the drag coefficient C^(u) of an isolated
element be well enough known to allow calculation of

the mean drag force, f, on a typical crop element

from a knowledge of the profile of mean wind speed

within the canopy (i.e. of u(z) for 0 ^ z 4 h);

(ii) that it be possible to traverse an anemometer head

(vertically) between z = 0 and z = h to deter¬

mine the required u(z);

(iii) that it be possible to attach one or more of the

elements to a drag meter, thereby confirming f (or
rather C^) by direct measurement (see 1.2(a));

(iv) that the crop be sufficiently tall and dense to

prevent measureable shearing stress reaching the

substrate directly, so that, if n is the number of
2

elements per cm. of horizontal surface, nf can be

equated to the shearing stress ;

sind (v) that Cd(u) should decrease greatly with in¬
crease in wind speed, so that the associated de¬

crease in zQ could be investigated ("transitional"
flow regime! see 1.1(b)).
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These requirements led to the construction of an artificial

crop from a large number of rigid circular cylinders of

diameter 1 mm., set (vertically) to a height h of 1h.3
2

cm. and with a uniform density of one per cm. of "bass

(i.e. n = l). Fig. 2.1 shows the drag coefficient C^(u)
of a long circular cylinder of 1 mm. diameter placed at

right angles to a uniform airflow. The curve (from

Goldstein1 s (1938) treatise) is experimental above and

theoretical below the wind speed (15 cm. sec. "*") corres¬
ponding to a Reynolds1 number R equal to 10. The

p
product u C^(u), required to calculate f, is shown on
Fig. 2.1 also.

2.1(b) Construction of the crop

Polystyrene sheet was chosen as a suitable substance

in which to "plant" the crop. Twelve interchangeable

sections, each 2.3 cm. thick and (accurately) 30 cm.

square, were "planted" with 6.5 in. lengths of 1 mm.

diameter steel rod in the regular pattern shown in Fig.

2.2, so that either orientation X or Y was available.

Except at the edges A and B of each section the crop

density n was precisely unity.

The actual "planting" of close to eleven thousand

crop elements was a formidable task. An accurately made

brass jig, 30 cm. in length, 1.1+5 cm. in width and about

1 cm. thick, was drilled, 0.50 cm. from one edge, with 30

equally spaced guide-holes of 1.1 mm. diameter, and used
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to "plant" the steel rods one row at a time. The 0.1 mm.

clearance between the steel rods and the guide holes was

necessary to provide unrestricted passage of the one end

of each rod which had "been slightly damaged "by a cutting

tool. This clearance combined with slight curvature of

many of the rods to produce a random departure from the

vertical of any given rod "by an angle not (usually) ex¬

ceeding 5°. Thus, in the upper levels of the crop, the

array of elements departed randomly from the rigid pattern

set out in Fig. 2.2 (see, e.g., Fig. 2.11).

2.2 The Wind-Tunnel

2.2(a) Section of the tunnel used

The closed-circuit wind-tunnel in the Natural

Philosophy Department at the University of Edinburgh was

used for the artificial crop experiment. The section

chosen, to conduct the experiment within, lies between

the 3rd and 2j.th corners (counting from the high speed

working section) of this low turbulence tunnel, and is

vented to atmospheric pressure. The relatively low wind

speeds required (of order 5 ft. sec."*"'') could be maintain¬

ed in this section while running the fan at moderate and

therefore stable speeds. Also, atmospheric pressure

within this section permitted the use of a simple moment

balance (see 2.5) to determine the drag force on a single

crop element. The relevant area cross-section of the
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tunnel appears in Pig. 2.3, and the floor plan in Pig. 2.1+.

2.2(h) Positioning of the crop

Cross-sections of axial wind speed were measured at

aa* and bb* (Pig. 2.!+) using a propellor anemometer

mounted on a specially designed spring-loaded mast.

These cross-sections (Pigs. 2.3(a) and 2.3(h)) showed that

the crop could reasonably he placed in this part of the

tunnel if it (the crop) was restricted to the cross-stream

region 0 < Y < 3 ft. A typical position of the crop

is shown on Pig. 2.24..

2.2(c) Need for a wind-channel with a graded approach

As the crop covered so little of the total width of

the tunnel, it was apparent that side walls of sufficient

height would he required to contain the retarded flow (in

the "boundary layer) ahove the crop and separate it from

the unretarded flow on either side! i.e. the need for a

wind-channel within the wind-tunnel was recognized.

To lessen the effect of the massive change of sur¬

face roughness from wind-tunnel floor to artificial crop,

Chamberlain (1966) set the crop into the tunnel floor to

a depth equal to the estimated zero plane displacement of

the crop. Although this was not possible in the Edinburgh

tunnel, it was possible, and necessary to raise the level

of entry of the airflow into the crop by building a
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FIGURE 2,i|. Floor plan of section of wind-tunnel used.
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graded approach to the leading edge of the crop (see

2.U(c) and 3.1(a)).

2.3 The Hoi"-Wire Anemometer

2.3(a) Choice of anemometer

A Simmons shielded hot-wire anemometer (by H. Tinsley

and Co. Ltd.) was chosen for measuring the wind speed pro¬

files both above and within the artificial canopy. This

instrument consists of a hot wire mounted in one of the

fine bores of a twin bore silica tube! the other bore

contains the hot junction of a thermo-couple used to

determine the temperature difference between the hot wire

and the incident air-stream (to which the cold junction

is exposed). The silica tube, which is about 3 cm. long,

protects the hot wire (of the same length) from deposits

and/or minor injury, thereby ensuring permanency of

calibration of the instrument. The output from the thermo¬

couple gives a measure of the speed of the incident air-

stream, and is read on the 150 mm. scale of a reflecting

galvanometer! calibration figures were provided by the

makers for the anemometer head in a vertical position,

normal to a horizontal airflow. Fig. 2.5 shows the

corresponding calibration curve, (Oh), in the wind speed

range zero to 200 cm. sec. ". This curve shows the in¬

strument to be most sensitive in the wind speed range ex¬

pected within the canopy (10 to 75 cm. sec. "*"), but to be
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adequately sensitive up to about 180 cm. sec.-''" - the

highest wind speed expected above the crop canopy.

2.3(h) Use of anemometer

To determine the wind speed profile over a horizontal

surface the wind speed at each of several precise levels

is required, so that the anemometer head must he held in

a horizontal position, normal to the airflow, and not in

a vertical position. This does not change the calibration

of the instrument ah wind speeds high enough to ensure

cooling of the hot wire by forced convection alone. How¬

ever, at the lower wind speeds measured by the instrument,

free convection does play a part, and the calibration is

then a function of the orientation of the hot wire.

At the limit of zero wind speed, cooling of the wire

is by free convection aloneJ and is more effective when

the wire is horizontal than when it is vertical. This

causes a 3hift in the instrument zero from 0 to C' (Fig.

2.5). Consultation of the original paper by Simmons

(1949) shows that the "horizontal" calibration of the in¬

strument is of the form given by the curve O'PN in Fig.

2.5. The point 0' and the minimum value M were found

(for the Tinsley instrument) by observing the galvanometer

scale deflection under calm and slightly disturbed con¬

ditions, respectively. The point P is based on infor¬

mation, supplied by the National Physical Laboratory on

request, that the difference in the two calibrations at
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Galvanometer Scale Reading mm

FIGURE 2.5 Calibration curves for Simmons shielded hot-wire

anemoraeterj curve ON, anemometer head vertical!
curve O'FN, head horizontal. (For significance of
0', M and P, see Section 2.3(b)).



FIGURE2.6Anemometertraversingmechanism. A-•anemometerhead.c:rubbercoupling. R:screwedrod.sIsleeve.
M!motor
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u = 7.5 cm. sec.""1 "is about 15 per cent on velocity."

The curve OfPN in Pig. 2.5 was assumed to represent

the "horizontal" calibration of the instrument accurately

enough for wind speeds in excess of 5 cm. sec.-1 (but see

3.3(c)).

2.3(c) The traversing mechanism

The traversing mechanism for the anemometer head is

sketched in Pig. 2.6. The mechanism was held on a rigid

cantilevered support attached to a heavy cast iron base.

This support could be moved to position the anemometer

head vertically above any chosen point in the X,Y-plane,

while a worm drive system, operated by a Meccano motor,

enabled the anemometer head to be traversed, remotely, in

the vertical, over any chosen 25 cm. range between z = 1

cm. and z » 50 cm. The motor operated on b volts d.c.

from accumulators outside the tunnel, a gear box giving a

choice of traverse speeds.

The control switch for the motor was positioned,

together with the (Tinsley) galvanometer, on a specially

constructed control panel. This panel was attached to the

outside of the wind-tunnel, just below the vents, and a

make-shift platform was built to support the observer.

The z-coordinate of the anemometer head was determined by

eye from the position of a known mark against a millimetre

scale attached to the standing part of the traversing

mechanism.
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2.J+ Exploratory Wind Speed and Profile Measurements

2.ij.(a) The "instantaneous" wind apeed

The horizontal extent of the hot wire meant that the

deflection registered at any instant hy the galvanometer

gave a measure of the average wind speed over a cross-

stream distance of about 3 cm. This was especially useful

within the canopy, where, unlike in the true boundary

layer flow above, the time mean of the wind speed at a

given value of z does depend on cross-stream position,

1.e. on the proximity of the crop elements and the be¬

haviour of their wakes. The hot wire was always position¬

ed across the wakes of three crop elements and the reading

of the galvanometer at any instant was taken to define the

corresponding "instantaneous" wind speed.

2.1|.(b) The mean wind speed

Turbulence in the highly sheared flow both above and

within the crop canopy caused the deflection registered

by the galvanometer to fluctuate about a mean value. This

value was judged to the nearest millimetre, by observing

the motion of the spot on the galvanometer scale for

about twenty seconds, and then converted to a mean wind

speed from a table prepared from Pig. 2.5.

2.U(c) Profiles of mean wind speed.

The crop was positioned on the tunnel floor as shown

in Pig. 2.U, and side walls of polystyrene sheet were

erected to a height z = 28 cm. (Pig. 2.7(a)). With the
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FIGUBE 2.7 (a) Cross-section of crop (with side walls);
and (t>) corresponding wind speed profiles! open

leading edge (h = 0).
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PIGURE 2.8 (a) Cross-section of crop (with side walls)J
and ("b) corresponding wir.d speed profiles I restricted
leading edge (b = 12 cm.)
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wind-tunnel running at a constant shaft speed, T, of

200 units, the mean wind speed u(z) was determined at

several values of z "between 1 cm. and 3k cm., for x

(distance downstream from leading edge of crop) equal to

15, k5» 75 and 105 cm. The resulting profiles of mean

wind speed, in Pig. 2.7(b) (for z less than 26 cm. only),
show a rapid deceleration of the airflow entering the

leading edge of the crop, followed hy upward emergence of

this decelerated flow to form a grossly swollen "boundary

layer. There was obviously little hope that the wind

profile would settle down to an ,,equilibrium,, shape by

x = 180 cm. unless, as mentioned in Section 2.2(c), some

means could be found to restrict the mass flow of air

into the leading edge of the crop.

Pigs. 2.8(a) and 2.8(b) show the method and success

of the first tentative attempt to promote rapid attain¬

ment of "equilibrium" flow conditions both within and

above the canopy. The leading edge was blocked (using

materials immediately available) to a height z = b of close

to 12 cm., the estimated zero plane displacement for the

crop. The wind profile below z = h gave appearance of

settling, towards an "equilibrium" shape (i.e. of tend¬

ing to become invariant with x), while above z = h the

boundary layer increased smoothly in depth with x .

Prom the results of these preliminary measurements,

it was decided to experiment with different levels (b)

of smoothly constructed approach to the leading edge of

the cropJ thus to determine the value of b which gives
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the most rapid development of the ("equilibrium") wind

speed profile characteristic of the crop. Furthermore,

it was evident that side walls higher than 28 cm. were

required.

2.5 The Moment Balance

2.5(a) The force to be measured

The drag force f on a single crop element at

x = 105 cm., due to the corresponding wind speed profile

in Fig. 2.8(b), was calculated (assuming applicability of

coefficient C^(u), Fig. 2.1) to be about 0.5 dynes - a
small force on any account. It was decided, therefore,

to measure the moment ,M, on seven neighbouring elements

about a point some 10 to 15 cm. below z - 0, a moment

large enough (about 100 dyne cm.) to be accurately measure-

able with simple apparatus. The force f could then be

determined from a knowledge of its own level of action on

one of the elements, i.e. of the centre of pressure c

(see 3.2(a)).

2.5(t») Design of the balance

The simple moment balance shown in Fig. 2.9 v/as con-
i

structed, using the agate knife-edge suspension of a stan¬

dard laboratory balance. The relative sensitivity of the

instrument can be adjusted by raising or lowering the

centre of gravity of the suspended system, while a high
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absolute sensitivity was ensured by making the suspended

part as light as possible. Due to fluctuations about the

mean of the force on an object exposed to a turbulent flow,

oil damping of the suspended systems was included. Four

rider weights were made of approximately 500, 200, 50 and

10 mgm. At its maximum sensitivity this balance can

measure moments to an accuracy of - 5 dyne cm.

2.5(c) The composite drag element

Seven crop elements were removed from the edge of

one of the 30 cm. square sections of crop, and a hexagonal

gap was cut in the polystyrene base (see Fig. 2.2). A

smaller hexagon was cut from 1 cm.-thick polystyrene

sheet and seven suitable lengths of 1 mm. diameter steel

rod were glued firmly into this chassis, the central rod

being long enough (about 2U cm.) to reach through a hole

bored in the floor of the tunnel and be attached to the

suspension of the moment balance, which was mounted below,

Fig. 2.10. The composite drag element is shown in position

in Fig. 2.11.

Reliable use of this moment balance technique requir¬

ed that there be no detectable force on the hexagonal

chassis, or on the rod holding the chassis, due to any

flow of air through the access hole in the tunnel floor,

nor any measureable drag force on the chassis itself, due

to wind within the canopy. Although venting of (that part
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FIGURE 2.9 Sketch of Moment Balance,

A I arrestment mechanism,
A t I on. Al I off.

D * oil damping.
K I agate knife edge suspension.
R I rider weights.
S : sensitivity adjustment.



FIGURE 2.10 Moment balance' mounted "below tunnel
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FIGURE 2.11 The composite drag element (attached to suspension of
"balance "below).

it

FIGURE 2.12 Dummy hexagonal

chassis, with elements
suspended ahove it (see
2.5(c)).



of) the wind tunnel to atmospheric pressure ensured the

minimum possible flow of air through the access hole, and

although wind speeds within the canopy were known to be

small, it was decided to check that the resultant moment

due to the above mentioned forces was in practice negli¬

gible. A duplicate hexagonal chassis, with seven (shorten

ed) crop elements suspended carefully above it, was sub¬

stituted for the composite drag element, as shown in Pig.

2.12. No measureable net force on this dummy chassis

could indeed be detected, even at the highest wind speeds

available, thus confirming under dynamic conditions, the

reliability of the moment balance technique.

2.5(d) Use of the balance

With the composite drag element centrally balanced

under calm conditions, the position of the lower end of the

suspended system against the vertically ruled background

(Pig. 2.10) was determined accurately by viewing through

the appropriately placed slit. For any subsequent airflow

in the tunnel, the suspended system was returned to this

central position by requisite movement, along the moment

arm, of one or more of the rider weights. In this way the

moment M was measured absolutely.

As the moment balance was of necessity at a fixed

point in the tunnel, values of M for different values of

x (distance from leading edge of crop) could be obtained

only by moving the crop relative to the balance. The
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CHAPTER 3

RESULTS OF THE ARTIFICIAL CROP EXPERIMENT

3.1 Measured Moments and Wind Profiles

3.1(a) Experimental data

The profile of mean wind speed both above and within

the artificial crop was determined at x = 10.5, *4-0.5, 70.5,

100.5, 130.5 and 160.5 cm., together with the moment M

due to the wind drag on the seven mounted crop elements

at x » lij., Jjij., 714., 10I4., 13U and 161+ cm. These measure¬

ments were obtained for each of the five chosen values of

b shown in Pig. 3.1, where z = b is the level at which

the airflow entered the leading edge of the crop. The

complete, heightened, side wall construction is shown in

Pig. 3.2, on which the broken curve indicates the upper

limit of a typical boundary layer region appropriate to

b = 0. A short addition to the crop, at the trailing

edge, is also shown.

The wind speeds measured at selected values of z

between 1 cm. and 25 cm. are recorded in Tables 3.1 to

3.5 inclusive, together with the corresponding values of M

for each of b = 0, 11*7, 12.9 and IJ4..I cm., respect¬

ively. All data were obtained with the tunnel drive speed

T held constant at 200 units.
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FIGURE J.l Gross-section of crop leading edge region (with improved
side walls) for each chosen value of b . (The arrows indicate
likely streamlines of flow! see also Figs. 3.3 and 3.U#)



FIGURE3.2Cross-sectionofentirecrop(withimprovedsidewalls).The "brokencurvedelineatesthe"boundarylayerregionforb»0(when Ta200units).
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3-ltb) The x-component u of the mean wind speed u

The negative values of the moment M which were

found for x > 120 cm. when b was zero, (Table 3»l)»
served as a reminder that the quantity u measured by

the hot-wire anemometer was the mean of the speed of the

wind in the x,z-plane. (The anemometer is relatively in¬

sensitive to a wind component along the hot-wire axis.)
It was however assumed that the x-component of wind speed

u , responsible for M, was equal to u except where
A

the direction of the mean flow deviated considerably from

+x. Where u could be demonstrated, or argued, to beA

negative, the prefix (-) appears with the corresponding

value of u in Tables 3.1 to 3.5J and where u could be
<A»

demonstrated, or argued, to be zero (static turbulence;

or u = u only) the prefix (z) is included.z

3.1(c) Flow visualisation by liquid nitrogen

Because of possible damage to fine hot-wires in the

high-speed section of the tunnel, a particulate smoke

could not be used for flow visualisation. However, the

nature of specific parts of the flow\ms investigated

successfully by observing and photographing the fog of

water droplets which streamed behind a shallow tr^rof

liquid nitrogen, appropriately placed. Fig. 3.3. demon¬

strates the emergence of the streamlines of flow from

the top of the crop when b = zero. Fig. 3»b shows, in

contrast, that when b = 11.7 cm., streamlines entering
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FIGURE 3.k to = 11.7 cm.: water droplet source at x = -20 cm
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TABLE 3.1 b s 0 cm. T a 200 units

x cm. 10.5 1+0.5 70.5 100.5 130.5 160.5

z cm. Mean wind speed, u cm. sec.

25 166 162 81+ 55 38-7 37
2k - 33
23 163 139 68 38 27-9
22 - 25
21 160 99 1+7.6 26.5 17.2

20 - 23-3 15.2 (z) 2k
19 157 7k*k 35.1 18.2 (z) 13.6
18 - 61.6 - 16.9 (z) 11.k (z) 18
17 152 56.0 25. 1+ 11+.1+ (z) 9-1+ (z) 15-2
16 129 1+1+-5 - 12.5 (z) 9.k (z) 13.6

15 ' 101 37.8 17.2 8.3 (z) 8.5 (z) 13-0
11+. 5 - - - - - -

Ik 87-6 31.5 13-2 7.0 (z) 8.5 (-) 11.1
13.5 - -

13 81+.8 30.6 13.2 7-0 (z) 8.0
12.5 — — — — — —

12* 81+.8 31.5 - - (z) 6.9 (-) 8.8
11 81+.8 32.1+ 13. k 6.9 (z) 7.1+

10 81+.8
9 81+.8
8 81+. 8
7 82.0
6 80.0

32.1+ 13.6 6.3

32.8 11+.0 6.2

(z) 6.7 (-) 7.7
(z) 6.9
("5 6.9 (-) 5.9
H 6-7
(-) 6.2 (-) 5.1*

5
1+
3
2
1

77.8
75.k
73-0
66.0
61+.1

33.3

33-3
32.8

11+.6

11+. 6

11+. 6

5-6

5.1+

5.1+

i:i >:|(-) 1+.8

(-) l+»3

(-) V6 &

(-) 3.1+ X
M dyne cm. 800 173 1+8 11+ -5 -22

x cm. 11+ 1+1+ 71+ 101+ 131+ 161+
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TABL.-: 5.2 b s 7.4 cm. T = 200 units

X cm. 10.5 40.5 70.5 100.5 130.5 160.5

z cm. Mean wind speed, u cm. sec .-1

25 183 185 179 147 129 123
24 - mm — - mm -

23 179 185 157 126 114 110
22 — — — — mm

21 179 177 126 98 93 92

20 «■» «■» mm mm

19 177 146 92.5 76.5 75 78.5
18 - - 83.6 — — 67.O
17 174 102 67.7 61.3 59-8 58.9
16 56.0 47.7 53.8

15 137 58.9 44.5 38.3 38.7 48.6
14.5 108 - - - - —

14 77 37.4 29.7 25.2 27.9 34.8
13-5 - — — - mm -

13 77 33.0 21.7 21.6 21.7 20.5
12.5 — — — - - mm

12 77 31.2 19.2 18.3 16.4 18.2
11 74-4 30.3 16.4 13.5 14.0 15.5

10 70.2 29.4 15.2 13.0 12.0 12.6
9 — 30.3 14.9 10.5 9.4 11.6
8 65.6 31.2 14.6 8.5 9.1 9.3
7 59.5 31.2 - 8.2 8.0 7.4
6 52.5 30.3 14.9 8.0 7.7 ««•

5 41.7 32.1 • 7.1 7.1 6.9
4 23.7 32.1 14.9 6.7 6.7 -

3 (z) 12.0 32.1 15.2 mm - -

2 (z) 5.9 32.1 15*6 5.9 5.6
1 M 6.7 32.1 15.6 5.4 4-0 5.1

M dyne cm. 540 180 74 25 22 34

x cm. 14 44 74 104 134 164
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TABLE 3.3 To = 11.7 cm. T a» 200 units

x cm. 10.5 1+0.5 70.5 100.5 130.5 160.5

z cm. Mean wind speed, u cm. sec*r-'-

25 168 168 171 168 151* 150
21* 168 168 mm - * 11*3
23 • 168 168 151* 138 135
22 168 168 - — — 125
21 — 165 157 138 121 117

20 165 162 11*7 132 111 107.3
19 - - 131 118 102.0 99.8
18 165 157 117 108.7 91.6 91«6
17 160 11*7 103.0 87.1 80.7 83-6
16 155 117 83.6 81*. 1* 71*. 5 71+. 1*

15 11+7 89.1+ 72.3 70.9 61.0 63.0
11*. 5 121+ — - - - —

11* 82 59-5 52.5 51.2 1*7.0 1+5.5
13.5 - - — - —

13 61* 36.0 36.9 37.2 31*. 8 33.6
12.5 — — — — — —

12 58.3 22.1 21*. 0 26.1* 23.5 26.3
11 1*2.0 15.6 18.1* 18.6 17.8 19.7

10 22.0 13-6 11*. 6 15.3 17.2 16.1
9 (z) 5.5 11.1+ 11.1* 12.1 12.6 13.8
8 (z) 5-5 10.8 9.7 10.1 10.1* 11.1*
7 (-) 6.5 10.5 8.2 — 9*1 9.5
6 (-) 6.2 10.5 7.1* 6.8 7.7 7.8

5 6.5 7.1 6.8
1+ (-) 4.6 10.8 5.9 6.2 6.1
3 - - mm - 5.9 5.2
2 (-) 2.3 11.1* 5.1* — — 1+.8
1 (-) 2 11.1* 5.1 1+.6 I4. - 6 1*. 2

M dyne cm. 175 112 106 95 96 91*

x cm. 11* 1*1* 71* 101* 131* 161*
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TABLE 3.4 "b == 12.9 cm. T as 200 units

x cm. 10.5 40.5 70.5 100.5 130.5 160.5

z cm. Mean wind speed, u cm. sec'-1

25 200 200 196 mm 181 177
24 - - - - » 172
23 200 196 190 - 169 166
22 — — - — - 159
21 200 191 185 — 156 150

20 ... — mm _ 139
19 193 185 172 — 141 130
18 — — mm — 125 118
17 185 171 146 mm 111 102.0
16 179 150 121 «• 96.0 95.2

15 165 126 95.1 mm 80.7 78.5
11*. 5 108 99 — — — —

14 86.3 83-6 69.5 — 63.0 61.0
13-5 — — — — —

13 54.3 41.7 48.6 - 45.5 44.1
12.5 mm - - mm — —

12 35.1 27.9 31.2 - 34.8 34.8
11 15.2 17.6 24.1 mm 25.2 26.0

10 (z) 5.1 12.0 17.8 mm 21.5 22.9
9 (z) 7.0 7.7 13.2 - 17.5 18.6
8 — • - • - 15.1
7 (-) 6.5 5.6 9-0 - 13.0 12.3
6 ** mm

5
j.

(-) 4.8 4.8 7-1 - 9-7 9.6

3
o

(-) 3.4 4.0 5.4 - 8.2 7.1
c.

l (-) 2.3 4.0 4.8 - 6.9 7-0

M dyne cm 109 133 144 - 147 145

x cm. 14 44 74 104 134 164
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TABLE 3.5 "b = 14.1 cm. V a 200 units

x cm. 10.5 40.5 70.5 100.5 130.5 160.5

z cm. Mean wind speed, u cm. sec.~l

25 163 182 185 182 178 173
24 -

23 180 182 182 173 169 161
22 - - - - - 156
21 180 177 174 154 150 146

20 148 135
19 174 167 162 140 136 125
18 - 152 - 125 115
17 165 152 142 119 108 106.6
16 160 134 124 - 92.7 95-0

15 142 105 92.0 83-3 79.7 80.7
14.5 -

14 76.0 63-5 67.4 67.3 61.9 62.9
13.5 43.0 -----
13 17.2 39.0 44.4 47-4 43.2 44.1
12.5 (z) 10.8 - - - - -
12 (z) 9.4 22.5 30.5 35.0 35-2 35-6
11 (z) 8.5 17.2 22.5 26.1 25.5 26.0

10 (-) 7-7 9.9 18.7 20.6 21.8 24-0
9 - 8.0 14-6 16.0 18.5 18.2
8 (-) 6.9 7.0 11.4 14-9 14.9 15.8
7 (-) 5.9 4.6 9.4 11-7 12.0 13.5
6 (-) 5-4 4.6 8.2 10.5 10.0 11.6

5 (-) 4.0 3.7 6.7 8.2 - 10.4
4 (-) 3.5 3-7 5.4 7.7 8.2 9.3
3 — 3«2 — — — 9.0
2 (-) <2 3*2 4-6 6.5 7-1 8.8
1 (-) <2 3.2 4-3 6.2 7.1 8.4

M dyne cm. 67 116 152 162 161 159

x cm. 14 44 74 104 134 164
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The following Figures (3.5 to 3.9, inclusive) have

been prepared from the preceding Tables (3.1 to 3.5»

inclusive), and from Table 3.8(a).

Each Figure shows

(a) : the measured wind speed profiles at

x = 10.5» hO.5, 70.5, 100.5, 130.5 and 160.5 cm.,

numbered 1, 2, 3» hf 5» and 65,

and the (partly) estimated profile at x = 0 cm.,

numbered 0;

and

l[b) : the behaviour with x of the measured moment M

and the calculated moment W, (the latter from Table

3.8(a)).
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FIGORE 3.5 b = 0 cm. See Table 3.1, and page 56.
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PIGURE 3.6 b = cm. See Table 3.2, and page 56.
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FIGURE 3.7 b = 11.7 cm. See Table 3.3, and page 56.
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FIGURE 3.8 b = 12.9 cm. See Table 3.^, and page §6.
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FIGUHE 3.9 b = 1U.1 cm. See Table 3.5, and page 56.
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the leading edge of the crop spread downwards into the

crop and streamlines above the crop are practically

horizontal. These photographs were taicen through a sheet

of plate glass substituted temporarily for one wall of

the wind-channel.

Disadvantages of using liquid nitrogen as a flow

"tracer" are that the plume is short, and that the rela¬

tively high density of the air in the chilled plume can

upset the flow pattern being investigated.

3.1(d) "Equilibrium" mass flow

Figs. 3.5 to 3.9 (inclusive) were prepared, in order,

from the corresponding data in Tables 3.1 to 3.5. Each

Figure shows (a), the development of the wind profile be¬

tween x = 10.5 cm. (profile l) and x = 160.5 (profile 6),

and (b), the corresponding behaviour of the measured

moment M. To give a clear and uninterrupted picture of

the profiles, the experimental points are not shown: how¬

ever, all points lie on, or very close to, the drawn

curves, except those points representing wind speeds pre¬

fixed (z) in the Tables (see 3.1(b)). The (partly) esti¬

mated wind profile at x = 0 is shown by the broken curve

in each Figure (a) (profile 0).

The most rapid development of an "equilibrium" profile

of mean wind speed (i.e. a profile invariant with x) was

obtained with b = 11.7 cm. (Fig. 3.7(a)). At this

"optimum" value of b, the mass flow of air entering the
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leading edge of the crop was nearly equal to the mass flow

within the crop canopy at subsequent values of x. This

can he inferred from the near equality of the values

calculated for the "area",

A =

J

,h
u(z)dz (3.1)

o

of each of the profiles in Fig. 3.7(b); for the quantity

' V •' • • 9

.h
= P u(z)dz = pA (3.2)

o

is the corresponding mass flow of air (per second) through

a 1 cm. strip normal to the flow and extending between

z = 0 and z = h.

When is independent of x there can be no net

transfer of air across the "surface" of the crop (i.e.

across the plane z = h). This is a necessary condition

for the development of an "equilibrium" wind profile both

within and above the crop. The value of at x = 0,

called (Q^q* depends on b s thus, if b is chosen so
that

(Ql)0 = Uj)B (3.3)

the "equilibrium" value of Qx» then this "optimum" value
of b permits the development of an "equilibrium" wind

profile within the shortest possible distance from the

leading edge of the crop.
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3.1(e) Determination of the "optimum" value of b for

an artificial crop

For any particular artificial crop, or any complex

rough surface in general, the value of (Qi)g> E(l» (3.3),
may neither be known nor easily estimated. However, it was

possible to determine a quick method of finding the

"optimum" value of b, by analysing the present extensive
* ' ' ' 9 # i , j I

results collected for five values of b.

The mass flow was estimated for each wind pro¬

file in Figs- 3.5 to 3.9, recorded in Table 3.6, and

plotted against b, for constant x, in Fig. 3.10. This

Figure shows that, for x > 6h, is relatively insensi¬

tive to the choice of b, provided b is greater than

h/2. If, in compliance with these limits of x and b,

is found experimentally to have a value then
' J

this value could be used as a first estimate for (Q^)e
in Eq. (3.3), and a value b^, of b, determined. Using
this value of b, a new value of (Q]_)l» equal to
(Qi)l2> could be found experimentally, and (if signifi¬
cantly different from (Q^)]^) a further adjustment of b,
to b0, could be made in such a way that (Q^Jq = ^i^L2*
a second and closer estimate of (Qn)„. It is unlikelyX ill

that further repetition of this sequence would be required:

b2 if not b.^ should be close to the "optimum" value of
b defined by Eq. (3.3).

The above method is recommended for determining the

"optimum" value of b, a quantity of great importance to

artificial crops of restricted downstream extent.
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TABLE 5.6

L cm. 0 7-1+ 11.7 12.9 11+. 1

x cm.
rh

Q1 * u(z)dz gm. sec.""1 cm.""^

0 2.20 1.10 0.28 0.12 <0.01

10.5 1.39 0.70 0.27 0.17 0.02

1+0.5 0.61 0.5U 0.28 0.21+ 0.20

70.5 0.21+ 0.29 0.27 0.29 0.29

100.5 0.10 0.18 0.27 - 0.31

130.5 -0.05 0.18 0.26 0.32 0.31+

160.5 -0.07 0.20 0.26 0.32 0.3k
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FIGtJRE 3.10 Q^, the mass flow rate of air per cm. width of

oarxopy, as a function h for each xj frcm Tahle

3.6.

Q. gm sec 'cm"'
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3.2 Calculation of Moments from the ,ind Profiles

within the Crop

3.2(a) The centre of pressure c and the moment M .
Xr

Figure 3.11 shows the profile of mean wind speed

within the crop at x = 160.5 cm. when b had the

"optimum" value 11.7 cm. (see Table 3.3; also Fig. 3.7(a),

profile 6): this profile is the mean of two separate

de termina tions.

The values of u(z) at the nine chosen levels (i)
in Table 3.7 were obtained from Fig. 3.11. The force

(fj^)p on each incremental length (9z)i of a single crop
element was calculated from the relation

(fi^p = p ui c^ui^*d,^z^i (3.U)
2

where d is the diameter of the element and each u'~C,(u.)id i

was derived from Fig. 2.1. The sum of these incremental

forces gave the drag force f on a single crop element

exposed to the wind profile shown in Fig. 3.11 - a force

calculated on the assumption that the drag coefficient of

an isolated element (C^) can be applied to an element

within the canopy (1.2(a), (i)).

The centre of aerodynamic pressure on the element was

derived from the expression

9 (ra )
c = TL zi(fi)j/fp " f""2 (3.5)

1=1 p

where (m0)p is the moment, about z = 0, of the calculat-
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cm sec
.-I

The wind profile within the canopy at x = 160.5 cm.

for b » 11.7 cm.j from Table 3.3: also, each z^
and (Si)l used in Table 3.7.

FIGURE 3.11
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TABL3 3.7

-t zi (£z)i Ui vVv <Vi zi(*p)i
1

cm. cm.
-1

cm. sec
2 -2

cm sec dyne dyne cm.

1 11+. 1 0.1+ 1+7.0 1950 0.091+ 1.325

2 13-7 o.k 1+1. b 1585 0.076 1.01+1

3 13.25 0.5 36.3 1290 0.078 1.033

b 12.5 1.0 29.5 950 0.111* 1.1+25

5 11.0 2.0 20.5 560 0.131+ 1.1+72

6 9.0 2.0 13.7 320 0.077 0.693

1 7.0 2.0 9.5 182 0.01+1+ 0.308

8 5.0 2.0 6.8 110 0.026 0.130

9 2.0 1+.0 1+-7 66 0.032 0.061+

(m ) =v o'p

C

0.675 dynes

7.1+9 dyne cm.

11.1 cm.

107 dyne cm.
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TABLE

x cm. 0 10.5 40.5 70.5 100.5 130.5 160.5

"b cm. Mp dyne cm.

0.0 1110 247 72 23 - -27
7-4 614.0 258 104 66 63 74
11.7 - 231 128 113 114 106 107
12.9 177 150 170 - 170 167
14.1 59 118 154 175 169 176

0.0 (8.5) 7.8 7.05 6.95 7.55 - 9.05
7.4 (11-5) 10.0 7.5 7.9 10.0 10.2 10.6
11.7 (13.3) 13.0 10.35 11.45 11-35 11.15 11.1
12.9 (l3.8) 13.9 12.4 11.85 - 11.15 11-1
14.1 (14.2) 15.8 12.4 11.75 11.35 11.1 10.85

cm. c cm.

TABLE 3.mi

x cm. 0 14 44 74 104 134 164

L cm. %/M
0.0 1.18 1.23 1.31 1.43 - 1.27
7.4 1.07 1.31 1.30 2.56 2.82 2.23
11.7 1.17 1.13 1.10 1.16 1.13 1.13
12.9 1.39 1.15 1.18 (1.16) 1.16 1.14
14.1 1.02 1.05 1.05 1.09 1.10 1.09

0.0 (14.5) 5.90 1.32 0.37 0.10 - -0.16
7.4 (9.7) 3.63 1.34 0.53 0.16 0.14 0.22
11.7 (3.4) 1.03 0.74 O.65 0.59 0.60 0.59
12.9 (1.2) 0.61 0.79 0.87 - 0.92 0.91
1L.1 (0.02) 0.35 0.69 0.93 1.01 1.01 1.00

"b cm. £ dyne
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ed force f . As the measured moment M referred to the
P

rt

drag on seven crop elements about a point 11.7 cm. below

z = 0, the corresponding calculated moment M , equal to

7*(mo) •( 11,7 + o)/c, was derived. The value 107 dyne
cm. was calculated for M , in comparison with the measured

value M = 9b dyne cm. (at x = 161+ cm.). This discrepancy

is investigated in the following Section.

3.2(b) "Equilibrium" values of c qnd , M^/M: Cd within
the canopy

« ., ' * *

Using the techniques of Section3.2( a), but choosing

different z^ and (dz)^ where appropriate, the values
of c and M for each profile in Figs. 3.5(a) to 3.9(a)

P

were determined, and recorded in Table 3.8(a). The

variation of M with x is shown by the broken curve

in each of Figs. 3.5(b) to 3.9(b), inclusive. The

corresponding behaviour of c is shewn in Fig. 3.12 for

each chosen value of b. (Values of c at x = 0 are

estimated.)

Table 3.8(b) gives the value of the ratio M^/M at
each b and each x, together with the corresponding

value of f, equal to the measured moment M divided by

7.(11.7 + c) and defined as the measured force on a

single crop element. (Estimates of f are given for

X = 0.)

Fig. 3.12 shows that, when b has the "optimum"

value 11.7 c quickly approaches the value 11.1 cm.
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This "equilibrium" value of c can be asserted with con¬

fidence to be the value to which c would tend at a large

enough value of x, no matter what value was given to b.

Where both c and are invariant with x, the wind

profile within the canopy must be invariant with x (and.

vice-versa), and, "equilibrium" conditions of truly horizon¬

tal mean flow must exist within the canopy.

Table 3»8(a) shows that the calculated moment

was always greater than the measured moment M. For the

"equilibrium" conditions of flow described above (i.e. in

regions of constant c and constant Q,)» M was some
"• Jr

13 per cent greater than M. This discrepancy could be

explained in terms of a 6,5 per cent discrepancy in each

uA, Sq. (3.I4.), or a 13 per cent discrepancy in each
Cd(Ui). Although it is possible that the ("truly horizon¬
tal") mean wind speed was over-estimated by 6.5 per cent

due to turbulence in the highly sheared flow, it is cer¬

tain that end effects must reduce the effective value of

at the top of each crop element. However, on consult¬

ing Goldstein's treatise, it was decided that reasonable

allowance for end effects could be made by neglecting the

drag on the top-most 1 mm. of element (i.e. on a length of

the circular cylinder equal to its diameter): this reduc¬

ed the calculated moments by about 5 per cent. The remain¬

ing 8 per cent discrepancy was attributed to a consistent

k per cent over-estimation, by the anemometer, of the mean

horizontal wind speed, owing to vertical components of

turbulence in the flow.
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TABLE 3.9

x cm. 0 14 44 74 104 134 164

b
cm. V,cm.sec. x

N fn dyne •

0 165 1.05 (15.2) 6.30 1.39 0.39 0.11 v 0 0.17

7-4 185 0.87 (8-5) 3.16 1.17 O.46 0.14 0*12 0.19

11.7 170 1.00 (3.4) 1.03 0.74 O.65 0.59 0.60 0.59

12.9 200 0.76 (0.9) 0.46 0.60 0.66 - 0.70 0.69

14-1 185 0.87 (0.02) 0.30 0.60 0.81 0.88 0.88 0.87
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It has therefore been shown, within the limits of

this analysis (which are about - 10 per cent on the ratio

M /M), that the drag coefficient of an isolated crop

element in a uniform laminar flow can be used, as in Eq.

(3.U), to calculate the drag on an identical element ex¬

posed to the highly sheared and turbulent mean flow which

exists within a crop canopy (1.2(a)).

3.2(c) The "equilibrium" value of the force f

Before making direct comparison between the values of

f measured for the different values of b (Table 3.8(b)),

it was recognised that each graded approach to the crop

(Fig. 3.1) modified the "large scale" airflow over the crop

in a characteristic way; so that, although the tunnel

drive speed was always the same (T = 200 units), a refer¬

ence speed representative of conditions above the crop

such as Ur, equal to u at (z = 25 cm; x = 10.5 cm.),
was not in practice constant. These values of Ur are
recorded in Table 3.9, together with corresponding values

of f (from Table 3.8(b)) normalised to fn at Ur = 170
cm. sec. \ by the factor N equal to

((170)2 cd(i70))/(iTI od(ur)).
Fig. 3.13 shows fn plotted against x for each b.

It is likely that, for Ur = 170 cm. sec. 1, f would
tend to the same "equilibrium" value, close to 0.60 dynes,

at a large enough value of x no matter what value was

given to b.
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3.3 Properties Determined from the Developed Wind

Profile above the Crop

3.3(a) A value for dQ

Profiles 5 and 6 in Pig. 3.7(a), or Pig. 3.8(a), show

that, when b was equal to, or close to, the "optimum"

value defined by Eg,(3.3) (and here equal to 11.7 cm.), the

wind profile was invariant with x (within experimental

limits) up to a level exceeding z = h by an amount close

to x/35. Eq. (1.13) could therefore be en$)loyed to des¬

cribe profile 6 between z = h and z = (about) 19 cm.

To determine an appropriate value for dQ, profile 6
(Pig. 3.7(a)) was plotted against -6n( z - dQ) for each of

dQ equal to 10, 11, and 12 cm; - Pig. 3.1U. The "best
straight line" was given by dQ = 11 cm.: the proximity
of this displacement level to the corresponding centre of

pressure c, equal to 11.1 cm., was noted with interest,

and the proposition made that dQ should equal c (see
3.3(f)).

This value of d , i.e. 11.1 cm., was confirmed
o

objectively, as follows:- The force f on a single crop

element was known, by direct measurement; so that the

shearing stress t in the fully developed part (z less

than 19 cm.) of the boundary layer above the crop could

be determined: with n equal to unity, nr was numeric¬

ally equal to f. Thus Eq. (1.2) could be written (with

f in units of dyne cm. ) in the fom



TABLE 3.10

d cm.
o

10.0 11.0 11.1 12.0

Z cm. £n(z - d^

25 2.707 2.636 2.629 2.565

21+ 2.636 2.565 2.557 2.1+85

23 2.565 2.H85 2.1+76 2.398

22 2.1+85 2.398 2.390 2.300

21 2.398 2.300 2.292 2.196

20 2.300 2.196 2.186 2.080

19 2.196 2.080 2.065 1.91+6

18 2.080 1.91+6 1.930 1.791

17 1.9U6 1.791 1.771+ 1.608

16 1.791 1.608 1.589 1.386

15 1.608 1.386 1.360 1.098

11+.3 1.1+57 1.193 1.163 0.832

11+ 1.386 1.098 1.061+ 0.693
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O 40 . . 80 _| 120
u(z) cm sec

FIGURE 3.1*4- (-6n(z - dQ) versus u( z) : x = 160.5 cm., b = 11.7 cm.*
z h; from Table .3.3. (-6n(z - d ) from Table 3.10).



U* = (f/p)2 (3.6)

According to Eq. (1.13), the gradient G of the ""best

straight line" in Pig. 3.14 should be given by

G = ——~ 7T = ^ (3.7)
d( £n( z - dQ)) k

Using the appropriate measured value of f , namely 0.59
_2

dyne (cm. ), and the accepted value 0.40 for k, the

gradient G was found to be 55 cm. sec. \ close to the

value 54 cm. sec. measured for the gradient of the line

ruled through the points on Pig. 3.14 corresponding to

d = 11.1 cm. (Values of <in( z - d ) for appropriate z
o - o

and dQ are given in Table 3.10).

3.3(6) A value for zq

Accepting that dQ = 11.1 cm., Pig. 3.14 shows that
(when u^ = 22 cm. sec. "*") the roughness length zQ of
the crop is close to 1.3 cm. This can be compared with

the value obtained from the empirical relation,

log zQ - log 6 - 0.88 (3.8)

due to Tanner and Pelton (I960), with h = 14.3 cm.:

namely zQ = 1.9 cm. Eq. (3.8) is a useful correlation
between measured values of zQ and h for various
vegetated surfaces.
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However, for tall crops, it is likely that zq
correlates more strongly with (h - dQ) than with h it¬
self. The length (h - dQ) is a function of the mean
spacing of the crop elements and must "be less for a dense¬

ly planted crop than for a sparsely planted crop of the

same height. The denser crop must likewise present a

smoother aspect to a given airflow, and have the smaller

value of zQ. The empirical relation

Zq = k(h - dQ) (3.9)

is proposed, where k is vo.n Karman's constant: this

relation defines zQ as the Prandtl mixing length at
z = h, the "surface" of the crop. For this artificial '

crop, h = 1U.3 cm. and dQ = 11.1 cm., from which Eq.
(3.9) gives zQ = 1.28 cm., close to the measured value
(1.3 cm.). For the artificial grass used by Chamberlain

(1966), h = 7.5 cm. and dQ = 5.0 cm., from which Eq.
(3.9) gives zQ = 1.0 cm., equal to the measured value.

3.3(c) Measured wind profiles at several values of uit

To investigate the dependence of z on wind speedo »

(2.1(a), (v)), profiles were measured at x = 160.5 cm. for

T = 125, 150, 175, and 225 units with b - 11.7 cm., and

for T = 150 units with b = 12.9 cm. These profiles are

recorded in Table 3.H» together with the appropriate

profiles from Tables 3.3 and 3»b (T = 200 units). The

corresponding values of c and (calculated as in
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3,2(a) are included in Table 3.H> along with each

measured moment M and the ratio M /M.

"Both c and M^/M were expected to be almost inde¬
pendent of wind speed, and equal to their respective

"equilibrium" values at T = 200 units; namely 11.1 cm.

and 1.13. However, the relatively low values of c and

high values of M^/M found at low wind speeds (Table 3.11)
can be explained by a progressive over-estimation of the

wind speed u as u decreases below a threshold value of
—1

about 7 cm. sec. . (This is plausible owing to the

tentative nature, at these low wind speeds, of the

"horizontal" calibration of the anemometer: see 2.3(h)).

The centre of pressure c was assumed to be indepen¬

dent of wind speed, and equal to 11.1 cm. This value was

used, together, with the (measured) moments M, to calcul¬

ate values for the force f. The friction velocity u^

(in Table 3.12) was then calculated, for each profile,
f

using Eq. ( 3.6).

3.3( d) Measured change in zQ with u^.

Although the roughness Reynolds' number (Sq. (1.7))
of the flow over the crop was close to 200, for u*= 22 cm.

sec. , it can be shown (as for vegetation in 1.1(b)) that

the critical value of Rq for the crop (i.e. the limit of
"fully rough" flow regime over the crop) is around 1000.

Thus, within the wind speed range covered by the experiment,

51 e. ALW-l ip.
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z^ can be expected to be a decreasing function of u^.
(Note: the equivalent sand roughness of the crop is an

unrealistic 39 cm.)

Table 3.12 gives the value of the ratio u(z)/uK at

several values of z for each profile in Table 3.11. Pig*

3.15 shows that u(z)/u^ increases with u^ at each
chosen value of z, provided that u(z) itself is above

the threshold value of 7 cm. sec. ^ (3.3(c)). Within the

crop canopy, increase in the ratio u(z)/u^ with wind

speed is a manifestation of the decrease with wind speed
■ *

of the drag coefficient Gq(u) °£ each individual crop
element (Pig. 2.1); whereas above the crop it is a meas¬

ure of the decrease with wind speed of the corresponding

drag coefficient of the surface as a whole, namely Cp(z)
(see Eg. (1.6)). The roughness length zQ is related to
u( z)/u^ by Eg. (1.13), so that this measured increase in

u(z)/u^ could indicate a decrease in either zQ or dQ
with wind speed. However, by plotting each wind speed

profile in Table 3.11 against £n( z - 11.1 cm.), it can be

shown that the constant value dQ = 11.1 cm. is egually
consistent with each set of wind speed measurements; i.e.

no trend in dQ with ux could be detected erjqperimentally
Dn this evidence, dQ was assumed to be independent of win
speed and the results for u(z)/u^ analysed accordingly,

as follows.

Por each value of z, ^ h, the ratio u(z)/u„ was

regressed against ux to determine a gradient m^ cm. sec.
-1

t
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x = 160.5 or 161+ cm.

T units 125 150 175 200 225 150 200

"b cm. 11.7 12.9

z cm. ti cm. sec ."*1

25 _ 99 162 i5"° 162 121 177
23 - 86.3 110 152- US' 152 113 166
21 — 76.9 97 117 137 95 151

20 51+.3 73.3 89.1+ 107 127 88.5 139
19 47-6 65.5 83-0 100 117 82.8 130
18 1+1+.5 61.6 77.1+ 91.6 108 78.5 118
17 39-2 56.0 70.8 83-6 98 71.6 102
16 35.5 1+7.6 62.6 71+.1+ 86.3 62.9 95

15 29.7 1+1.7 51.6 63.0 71+.1+ 52.0 78.5
11+ 21.9 31.0 39-7 1+5-5 57-6 38.5 61.0
13 11+.1+ 21.7 27.9 33.6 1+1.7 27.6 l+l+.l
12 11.5 18.0 22.1 26.3 33-3 19.5 31+.8
11 8.3 13.6 16.8 19.7 25.1+ 15-8 26.0

10 6.8 11.1 13.5 16.1 19.2 13.9 22.9
9 —1 9.1 10.0 13.8 16.0 11.3 18.6
8 5.1+ - — 11.1+ 11+.6 9.0 15.1
7 — 6.8 8.2 9.5 12.0 7.0 12.3
6 4.8 — - 7.8 10.2 6.6 —

5 — 5.5 6.2 6.8 8.8 6.1+ 9.6
1+ 1+.3 — — 6.1 8.2 5.8 —

3 - 1+.6 1+.8 5.2 6.7 5.5 7.1
2 3.9 - — 1+.8 6.2 — -

1 3.6 3.8 1+.0 1+.2 5-6 1+.7 7.0

M dyne cm. 21+ 1+1+ 71 91+ 137 67 11+5

Mp dyne cm. 35 61 83 107 151+ 83 167

c cm. 10.5 10.75 11.0 11.1 11.1 10.9 11.1

v„ 1.1+6 1.38 1.17 1.13 1.12 1.21+ 1.15
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t
TABLE 5.12

u* cm/sec. 11.0 15.0 18.5 19.1 o.CMCM 26.5 27.3

z cm. u/u*

19 4.30 4.45 4.53 4»4o 4.53 4.42 4.73

17 3.66 3.69 3.87 3.71 3.79 3.71 3.92

16 3.21 3.25 3.40 3.27 3.35 3.28 3.54

15 2.67 2.72 2.81 2.75 2.81 2.83 2.93

14.3 2.13 2.19 2.33 2.25 2.29 2.39 2.45

13.25 1.47 1.60 1.62 1.60 1.65 1.76 1.76

11.1 0.79 0.93 0.90 0.90 0.94 1.00 1.00

8 0.50 0.53 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.51 0.55

4 0.36 0.33 0.31 0.28 0.27 0.29 0.30

"b cm. 11.7 11.7 12.9 11.7 11.7 11.7 12.9

T units 125 150 150 175 200 225 200

i-—A>o«.
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z cm

19

16

14-3

13-25-

II-

8

4

o

°CL_ _o-o-

O IO 2O
cm sec1 30

.tFIGURE 3.15 u( z)/u^ .versus u^ for several chosen values
of z; from Tahle 3.12.
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TABLE 5.13

z

cm. \ J cm. sec. 1
m„
2
-1

cm. sec.

*1 + m2
2

cm. secr^-

r

19 I+.2+86 0.0159 0.0570 (0.0365) (0.53)

17 3.769 0.0099 0.0283 0.0191 0.59

16 3.33k 0.0129 0.0283 0.0206 0.67

15 2.791 0.0131 0.0156 0.01U4 0.92

lk.3 2.290 0.0175 0.0211 0.0193 0.91

u* =

in =

20.2 cm. sec."*1

_ 0.017 cm. sec."1
Hr2
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TABLE T.lU

-1
cm. see. 10 20 30

HLM
v*

2.11 2.28 2.k5

Zq cm. 1.37 1.28 1.20

0D(h) 0.22k 0.193 0.167

0d= ca(u(do)) 2.15 l.kk 1.05

Sex.
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1-6

■O

cm

0-8

0-4

OO

i i

IO u.

Eq.(3.l8)
Experimental

Eq.(3.l()

20 cm sec" 30

t
FIGURE 3»16 Measured and predicted behaviour of zD over

a range in u^.



and the friction velocity u^ was regressed against

u(z)/u^ to obtain a gradient xn2 cm. sec. \ Table 3.13
gives (the mean value) u^ and the value for each z of
(the mean) (u(z)/u^), m^» (m^+m2)/2, and r, the
last being the correlation coefficient between u( z)/u

and uK . The line of gradient (m^+m2)/2, passing through
the point (u^, (u(z)/u^))f would be the best line

through the experimental points at each z. However, the

true gradient of each line must be given by

( d(u(z)/uj) 1 a(ln z0) (*10)v
du^ z k du„ O.J-u;

which is independent of z; so that each measured gradien

((m^ + m2)/2) can be treated as an independent determina¬
tion of the true gradient. The mean measured gradient m

was therefore defined, equal to the mean of (m^+mg)/2
weighted by the square of the correlation coefficient r,

and c alculated to be 0.017 eta. sec. 1. (Results for

z = 19 cm. were not included in this calculation.) A

line of gradient m is drawn appropriately through each

set of experimental points on Rig. 3#15 (for which z > h)

Table 3,1k records the values of u(h)/u^, at
-1

u^ = 10, 20 and 30 cm. sec. , obtained from Pig. 3.15,

together with the corresponding values of zQ calculated
from Eq. (1.13) with dQ = 11.1 cm. and k = O.i-jO: also
included are equal to (u*/u(h)) , and C^f a
representative mean value of Gd( u) within the canopy,

equated conveniently (see 3. l+( b)) to C^(u(dQ)) and found
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from Pig. 2.1. Pig. 3.16 shows the measured change in z
r o

with u* to "be a much smaller change than that predicted

by the plausible expression

CD(h) aC. Gd (3.11)

However, writing Eq. (1.29) in the form

1
» u(h) H + (3.12)

oD(h) D u 0d Sa

shows that Eq. (3»H) can be true only when is negli-
. <T\- W^U) cC tA .

gible in comparison with rc/^s(q/ Thus, for this artifi¬
cial crop, the canopy resistance must compare in

magnitude with the resistance of the elements

themselves (see 1.3(d); also 3.ij.(b), (c), (d) and (e) and

5.3(h)).

Thus, the roughness length of the artificial crop

decreases only slightly with increase in wind speed, des¬

pite a relatively large simultaneous decrease in the drag

coefficient of the indidivual crop elements. It is sug¬

gested, for crops in general, that zn can be taken to beo

independent of wind speed unless Cd decreases markedly
with wind speed either absolutely (i.e. at constant /) or

due to streamlining effects.

"Y S<2<2-
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3.3(e) Confirmation of the value of von Kaman's constant

Sheppard (19*+7) has shown that the laboratory value

of k, equal to 0.J+0, can be used to calculate the wind

drag on (a relatively smooth part of) the earth's surface;

while later workers, such as Rider (195*+), have demonstrat¬

ed that this value of k is consistent with the eddy

transport properties of the turbulent boundary layer over

a natural rough surface. The results of this present

experiment were nevertheless analysed to determine the

value of k in the boundary layer above the artificial

crop.

The mean normalised wind speed recorded in Table 3.13,

namely (u(z)/u^), was plotted against -6n( z - dQ) on Pig.
3.17 for dQ = 10, 11.1, and 12 cm. This Figure shows
d = 11.1 cm. to be consistent with the mean of all the
o

measured wind speed profiles. The gradient of the straight

line passing through the points for dQ = 11.1 cm. gives
k = O.Ul (see Eq. (3.7)). The average gradients of the

curves for dQ = 12 cm. give k = 0.3*+ and k = 0.51, res¬
pectively. However, accepting that Pig. 3.17 defines dQ
as 11.1 cm. within limits of - 0.3 cm., the experimental

result for k is (O.i+1 - 0.03).

Determination of k close to the accepted neutral

stability value, 0.*+0, shows that there can have been

little or no vertical temperature gradient, on the average,

across the boundary layer. In practice, direct (thermo¬

couple) measurement between z = 1*+ era. and z = 18 cm.

showed that such a temperature gradient was always negli¬

gible.
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3.3(f) The coincidence between d^ and c.

It has been found, for this particular (artificial)

crop, that the zero plane displacement dQ is given
closely by the calculated value of c, the centre of

pressure, or level of action of the wind drag, on an

individual crop element.

In the limits of zero and maximum density of spacing

of crop elements, both dQ and c must tend to zero and
h respectively. In terms of Eq. (1,13), the plane

z = d defines the level at which a virtual surface could
o

be placed to duplicate the aerodynamic characteristics of

the real surface. Similarly, the plane z = c defines

the level at which the drag on the real surface acts, or

at which the drag on a coincident virtual surface would

act. It is not physically unreasonable to propose that

these two virtual surfaces are identical, and that the

empirical relation

dQ = o (3.13)

is true in general.

Chamberlain (1966) quotes dQ = 5.0 cm. for an
artificial grass surface, with h = 7.5 cm. It can be

shown, from the shape of the measured wind profile within

the "grass" canopy, that c is approximately 1+.5 cm.

Plate and Quraishi (1965) used dQ = h in an analysis
of the flow above an artificial crop consisting of an

array of 1+ in. high spills. They find the plot of
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£n( z - h) against u(z) to be linear for z above 2h

only: i.e. d. = h is a useful approximation to the

true value of dQ» provided z is large enough. How¬
ever, in using Eq. (1.13) to describe the flow between

z = h and z = 2h a closer approximation (than h) to dQ
is required. It can be shown from the data of Plate and

Quraishi that c (for their crop) is close to 0.7h, and

that the subsequent plot of £n( z - 0.7h) versus u(z)

is linear down to z = h.

The above examples show that the value of c can

provide a useful estimate of the value of d , at least

for artificial crops. Eq. (3.13) is applied to a field
. . A ■ i": . .. . . * ; _ ' ' t :

crop in Section 5.3(d).

3.U. The Resistance of the Crop to Momentum Transfer

In writing Eq. (1.29) it was assumed that the total

resistance rD(h) of a crop can be separated into two
(suitably defined) mean resistances and

where is a measure of the turbulent resistance of

the canopy and depends on within the canopy, and

where is a measure of the resistance of the crop

elements themselves. In this Section, values of R^ and
r^/S^ are derived for the crop; values appropriate to
the "equilibrium" wind speed profile shown in Fig. 3.H>

for which rD(h) is equal to 0.10U sec. cm. 1 (Eq. (1.22
with u(h) = 50.3 om. sec. u^ = 22.0 an. sec. .)
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FIGURE 3.17 £n( z - dQ) versus (u(z)/uj|. from Table 3.13
(-6n(z - d0) from Table 3.10).



TABLE
"5.15

z

i

•H

Oo

u(z)

cm.

cm.

cm.
se<

14.3

50.3

14.1
1

0.4

47.0

13.9

43.7

13.7
2

0.4

41.4

13.5

38.8

13.25
3

0.5

36.3

13.0

33.8

12.5
4

1.0

29.5

12.0

26.1

11.0
5

2.0

20.5

10.0

16.6

9.0

6

2.0

13.7

8.0

11.4

7.0

7

2.0

9.5

6.0

8.0

5.0

8

2.0

6.8

4.0

5.9

2.0

9

4.0

4.7

0.0

0.0
i.

1

dyne(
cnC")

-r(
z)

dyne
cm
-2

d-u{
z)

dz

-1
sec.

V*>
cm^

secf1
Vz>u

*cm#

0.590

17.2

28.1

1.28

0.065

0.555
J

6.5

27.6

1.25

0.069

0.525

14.0

30.7

l.4o

0.490

12.2

33.0

1.50

0.071

0.456

11.2

33.4

1.51

0.417

10.0

34.1

1.55

0.105

0.385

9.0

35.0

1.59

0.327

7.7

34.8

1.58

0.280

6.4

35.9

1.63

0.120

0.208

4.7

36.3

1.65

0.067

0.160

3.6

36.5

1.66

0.121

2.6

38.1

1.73

0.041

O.G93

2.1

36.3

1.65

0.070

1.7

33.7

1.53

0.024

0.052

1.2

35.5

1.61

0.038

1.0

31.2

1.42

0.028

0.028

0.8

28.7

1.30

0.013

0.8

13.3

0.60

0.000

—

tm
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FIGURE 3.18 Measured values of K^( z)/ux within the
canopyj from Tahle 3.15. (Down to z = h,

Eq. (1.15) applies).
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3.U(a) within the canopy

The calculated force (f.,) on each incrementali p

length (dz)^ of element is recorded for the chosen pro¬
file in Table 3.7. The sum f is some 13 per cent

greater than the measured force f, which is equal to "f ,

i.e. to T(h). Thus, before Eq. (1.18) could be used

(in finite difference form) to determine t(z) within the

canopy (or rather each equal to t(z^)), each (^)p
had to be reduced in such a way that the sum f was

P

equal to 1 , In accordance with Section 3.2(b), each

(^)p was reduced by 8 per cent of its original value,
while (f.) , the calculated force on the topmost section,

P

was reduced by a further 25 per cent. These modified force

increments, redefined as f^, are included in Table 3.15,
together with the resulting values of T^z): each u(z)

was obtained from Pig. 3.11, from which Figure the corres¬

ponding values of du(z)/dz were derived. These values

of T(z) and du(z)/dz were used in Eq. (1.19), with
-3 -3

p = 1,22 x 10 gm. cm. , to determine the values of

K^(z) recorded in Table 3.15.
Pig. 3.18 shows the measured value of KM( z)/u* to

be approximately constant between h and about b/k, and

to be about 25 per cent greater, over the same range, than

the corresponding value of KM(h)/uw derived from Eq.
(1.15). Below h/U, Km(z)/u^ is conveniently (but in no
way rigorously) represented by the function kz.

The relatively high value found for within the
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canopy is a manifestation of the conductivity introduced

into the mean flow by the turbulent mixing in the wake of

each crop element.

b) Determination from of the canopy resistance R^
It o t w

In Eg. (1.31), Up is written for convenience as the
integral between z = h and some mean level z^ of the
specific turbulent resistance l/K^z).

However, in-Table 3.16, each (Hj-j) ^ is the integral
f ■ * f

of 1/Km(z) (deduced from Pig. 3.18) between h and the
level z^j and 5d is equated to the mean resistance
derived by weighting each (5p)j_ with the corresponding
value of fi (from Table 3.15)} i.e. = 0.09U sec.
cm.""1, a substantial fraction of rD(h). (Note: this
is the value of given by Eq. (1.3l) if Zp has the
value 11.0 an., which is close to dQ.)

This method of obtaining R^, although providing a
useful estimate of its size in relation to r-(h-), is

v

/ * ■ *
sensitive to OzJ at all levels in the canopy, includ¬

ing those lowest levels (below h/U) where K^(z) itself
is most difficult to measure. However, R^ can be found,
without recourse to measured values of K^, by the
following analytical method.
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3.U(c) Indirect determination of -JLda

Consider the total resistance of the crop rj/11)
composed partly of the canopy resistance R^: if,
hypothetically, were zero, but u^ remained un¬

changed, would assume a minimum value (.*£)( h))m
such that

rD(h). (,„(«)„ -X . (3>u0

and a knowledge of (u(h))m, the corresponding minimum
value of u(h), would determine the original value of

V
The hypothesis R^ = 0 requires (via Eqs. (1.19)

and (1.31)) that du(z)/dz = 0 for 0 <- z 4-h, so that

over the same range of z, u(z) must equal the constant

value (u(h))m» This uniform wind speed, re-written
simply as um, can be determined by writing Eq. (1.17)
in the form

f = ^.A.Cd(um).h (3.15)

which, in combination with Eq. (3.6) and substitution of

for the product Ah, leads to the relationship

^°a(V =>7" (3.16)
d

With u^ = 22.0 cm. sec. 1 and = l.U3» Eq.
2 2 ~2(3.16) gives u^ C^u^) equal to 338 cm. sec. which,

from Pig. 2.1, yields um = 1U.U cm. sec. \ in comparison
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with u(h) = 50.3 cm. sec. 1. The canopy resistance

is therefore determined from Eg. (3.H+) to he 0.071+ sec.

cm. \ in comparison with a total resistance r^h) of
0.101+ sec. cm. 1.

3.U( d) Qalcul^jop of rc/Sd
Table 3.17 includes each u^ ^ from Table

3.15, and records the corresponding values of r^u^)
deduced from Pig. 2.1. The resistance r^ is equated to
the mean resistance derived by weighting each ra(uj) with
the corresponding value of f^ ; so that r^ = 0.036(6)
sec. cm. ^ (Note: this is close to the value of r^ given
by rd(u), where u = u(zD), if zD = ; see 1.3(d),
ana also Cd in 3.3(d)).

The part of contributed by the resistance of

the crop elements themselves is where is the

total area of element per unit area of horizontal surface

- to which latter area all r(z), including rD(h), refer.
As = 1.U3, (h = 1U.3 cm., d = 1 mm, n = l), the re¬

sistance e<Iuai 0.026 sec. cm. 1. This agrees

well with the result which can be deduced from the preced¬

ing analytical determination of R^, namely =
2 —X

u^u^ = 0.030 sec. cm. .
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TABLE 5.16

i zi

cm.

~ ^Zi^
sec. cm.""1 dyne

1 ll+.l 0.006 0.065

2 13.7 0.017 0.069 |
3 13.25 0.030 0.071

k 12.5 0.051 0.105

5 11.0 0.09U 0.120

6 9.0 0.150 0.067

7 7.0 0.207 O.Oi+l

8 5.0 0.261+ 0.021+

9 2.0 0.368 0.028

H = 0.09k sec. cm.""1
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TABLE 5.17

i ui

cm. sec.""*-
fi

dyne

W
sec. cm.

1 47.0 0.065 0.0243

2 41.4 0.069 0.0261

3 36.3 0.071 0.0285

4 29.5 0.105 0.0314

5 20.5 0.120 0.0363

6 13.7 0.067 0.0442

7 9.5 0.041 0.052

8 6.8 0.024 0.06

9 4.7 0.028 0.07

*d
.. ? fi raK)

f
0.0366 sec. cm. ^ f

so that Pd/a - 0.026 sec. cm. ^ •Sd
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TABLE 5.18

-1
cm. sec. 10 20 30

u(dQ) cm. sec.~^ 8.1+ 18.6 30.6

r^(u(do)) sec. cm.""'1' 0.053 0.038 0.030

uH rd(u(dQ))//:>k 0.39 0.53 0.63

u* % 1.70 1.70 1.70

u(h)/^ 2.09 2.23 2.33

zQ cm. 1.38 1.31 1.26
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3.11(e) An expression for uCh.)/^ , and the predicted

variation in z with
■ ■■ o

If the resistance equation (Eq. (1.29)) is multiplied

throughout by u^, it takes the non-dimensional form

= "»Rd + (3.17)
sa

in which the product u^ R^ can reasonably be assumed to t
be independent of u^ (as indeed is the product

aZ2
u* ( dz/K^ above the crop). Accepting the calculated

Z1

value 0.026 sec. cm.*"1 for gives R^ = 0.078 sec.
—1 —1

cm. $ and u^ = 22.0 cm. sec. , so that Eq. (3.17)
can be written, for this artificial crop, as

/■u\ u*. *A h( d ))
« 1.70 + * o" (3.18) f

3
a

in which r^ has been replaced, for convenience (but see
3.1+( d)), by r^( u( dQ) ) • In combination with Eq. (1.13),
this last equation relates directly, for the first time,

the roughness length zQ of a rough surface to the drag
coefficient (equal to (u r^) 1), of individual
roughness elements of the surface.

Table 3.18 records the values of u(h)/u* predicted

"by Eq. (3.18) for u^ = 10, 20 and 30 cm. sec. "L. Each

u( d ) was obtained from Pig. 3.15 and the corresponding
o

values of r^ deduced from Pig. 2.1. Pig. 3.16 demon¬
strates that Eq. (3.18) provides a good measure of the

| S
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experirnentally determined rate of decrease in zQ with
u*.

In general, therefore, the contribution made to the

total resistance of a crop by the turbulent resistance of

its canopy leads to a smaller variation in roughness

length of the crop with wind speed than that suggested

by a simple empirical proportionality between the drag

coefficient G^Ch) of the crop as a whole and the drag
coefficient of the individual crop elements (as

Sq. (3.11)).

3.1(f) An electrical analogue to the crop as a momentum

sink

Pig. 3.11 shows the crop divided into nine strata,

corresponding to the nine (£), chosen to facilitate
calculations in finite difference form, such as those in

Table 3.7. Pig. 3.19 demonstrates a corresponding elec¬

trical analogue to the crop, in which the nine momentum

sinks are at earth potential (i.e. u = 0). The sinks are

connected in parallel, each through a resistance (ra)j/
(Ss)±, to appropriate points on a vertical potentiometer
of specific resistance l/K^z) sec. an. ^ per cm. The
resistance between any two adjacent levels is given by

z^+1
SD J * ds/l^U) (3.19)
i i+1 zi

appropriate values of which were deduced from Pig. 3.18
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i
. RD(i-»i + ,)

sec cm x (O

(rd )\/
-Ssl

sec cm"1 x lO2

0

1

3

0-6

I -3

4-3

5-6

5-7

5.-7

IO-4

H

61 A A-AA

65
-AA

57. .

-AA

31 a-AA

l8a a"AA

22^AA

30
-AA

i8A a■AA

u-u(h)

E : U=» O

TABLE 3.19 Electrical analogue to the" crop: potential = wind speed.

See text, Section 3.U(f).
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via Table 3.16. Each (83), is the area of the corres¬

ponding incremental length (?*), of element per unit

area of horizontal surface (to which latter area all

refer, by definition).

The resistance between the points H and E on the

analogue corresponds to the total resistance r^(h) of
the crop, and can be shown by calculation to be 0.093

sec. cm. "L. This is close enough to the measured value
• * ' .J

of r^Ch), equal to 0.101+ sec. cm. , to support the
physical assumptions embodied in the analogue: namely,

that (at least in terms of a multi-layered •'model") the

integral of dz/K^(z) within a region of momentum sinks
does in fact define a resistance; and, that momentum can

be considered to diffuse vertically downwards into a crop

and then transfer horizontally to the crop elements.

These conclusions, in turn, lend support to equations of

the form (1.31) and (1.29).
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CHAPTER U*

THE ARTIFICIAL LEAP EXPERIMENT

u.l Cqefficie;nts fQr the Trans fey Qf, Mpn^cfit^m,, %ss ayid

Heat "between a Single Leaf and a Uniform Airflow

The effectiveness of transfer of any property be¬

tween a single leaf of area a (total surface area 2a)
and air flowing past with speed u can be represented

by a dimensionless transfer coefficient C defined by

Q = C u a (**.1)

(similar in form to Eq. 1.20). Q is the rate of trans¬

fer of the property and ^ the difference in concen¬
tration of the property between the leaf surface, where

its average concentration is and the undisturbed

airflow where its concentration is . The correspond¬

ing transfer resistance is

r = (u C)"1 (k.2)

for the transfer of momentum to the leaf, ^u and
is zero. When F is the total force on the leaf,

in the direction of the incident airflow.

ca = ^ • 4
and is the total drag coefficient of the leaf in air of

3E A curtailed version of this Chapter is in publication
with the Royal Meteorological Society (Thorn, 1968).
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density If P is separated into a force F^ due
to differences in normal pressure over the surface of

the leaf, and a force P^, due to tangential skin
friction on the surface of the leaf, then the "bluff-

body" drag coefficient is defined hy

°b = ^ • 7
and the skin friction drag coefficient hy

F

cf = ^
When E is the rate of evaporation from the leaf

of a volatile liquid whose vapour pressure in the free

stream is e and at the leaf surface is eL, equal to
(e + de), then C is a mass transfer coefficient defin¬

ed hy

p - e^
u oe

C = L . |E^1 (U.6)
^ a e

where p is total atmospheric pressure and e is the

ratio of the molecular weight of the vapour to the

effective molecular weight of air.

Finally, the coefficient of sensible heat transfer

can he defined hy

°h = • 3§F (u,7)

where H is the rate of sensible heat exchange between

the air-stream at temperature T and the leaf whose sur¬

face is at a uniform temperature , equal to (T+&T).
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Cp is the specific heat of air at constant pressure.
Values of Cfi, Cy, and Ch measured for the leaf can

in general he expected to he functions of wind speed and

of fS, the angle between the leaf and the incident air¬

flow. Differences in the measured values of C(u,/) for

various properties can he related to differences in

molecular diffusivity or to differences in transfer

process.

U.2 Experimental Technique

U.2(a) Measurement of

A rigid artificial leaf was made from thin aluminium

sheet. Its shape and size, Pig. i+.l» were chosen to he

typical cf a leaf of the "bean plant Vicia faha. This

was to allow direct application of the results to a hean

crop (Chapter 5)» hut should detract little from the

generality of the experimental conclusions. The angle /

and the standard dimension d are each defined in Pig.

iwl.

The leaf was mounted on a thin steel rod attached

to the moment balance (see 2.5) and held within the

Rothamsted wind-tunnel, as sketched in Pig. If..2. The

fan is driven by a constant speed electric motor, hut a

differential pulley system allows several fan speeds to

he selected. Further variation of the wind speed in the

working section was obtained by fixing various perforatea
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FIGURE 1+.1 Dimensions of the artificial "bean leaf! definition

of the angle of incidence /.



SHED

I

FIGUREk.2
SketchofRothamstedwind-tunnelIleafmountedfordragmeasurement, BIperforatedplywoodsheets(interchangeable). HIHoneycombs.MIelectricmotor.PIpulleysystem. RIremoveablesection.SIaccessslit.WIwiremesh.
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plywood sheets against the exit of the tunnel. This re¬

duced the intake to the tunnel (at a given fan speed)
without dropping farther the pressure in the working

section, thus keeping to a minimum the leakage of air

into the working section through the slit provided for

the rod holding the leaf. The slit, centrally placed in

the floor of the tunnel, was 5 ram. long and 2 mm. wide to

accommodate any likely motion of the 1 mm. thick rod.

The Simmons anemometer (see 2.3) was used to deter¬

mine the wind speed u, which was in the range 20 to
_•!

150 cm. sec. . The total moment, m^, on the leaf and
supporting rod was measured for chosen values of u and

/, and the moment, ms, on the supporting rod alone for
several values of u. By plotting mg against u, m8
was obtained as a function of u (see Pig. h-5)» so that

the moment on the leaf was given by

m(u, /) as mt(u, j6) - ms(u) (if.8)

The force, P, on the leaf was obtained by dividing the

measured moment, m, by the vertical distance, Lz, be¬
tween the knife-edge of the balance and the estimated

point of action of P on the leaf. Values of were

than calculated from Eq. (I+.3) using the value of ^

appropriate to air at 17°C and normal atmospheric press¬

ure (i.e. ^ as 1.21 x lcf^ gm. cm.""^).
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14..2(b) Measurement of C

A filter paper covering was fixed securely to the

leaf with Durofix adhesive. The leaf was mounted on the

suspension of the balance in such a way that it had a

moment arm L , due to gravity, about the knife-edge

(see Pig. <+.3). When the filter paper had been saturat¬

ed with a volatile liquid and a constant wind speed

established in the tunnel, the rate of evaporation, E,

from the leaf was determined by the rate at which a

chosen rider weight had to be moved (outwards) along the

moment arm in order to maintain the suspended system in

balance! i.e. when a rider weight R gm. was moved I

cm. in T seconds then E was given, in gm. see.""'",
by

I R
E = 7j? (h.9)

Use of the length Lx in Eq. (k»9) is rigorous only if
the centre of gravity of the liquid on the leaf was

always coincident with the centre of gravity of the leaf

itself. This would be true if the filter paper held a

uniform amount of liquid initially and if the subsequent

forced evaporation took place at a uniform rate from all

parts of the leaf's surface. It is likely that the

former condition was satisfied but that non-fulfilment

of the latter resulted in a small though progressive

departure of the centre of gravity of the (evaporating)

liquid from the centre of gravity of the leaf. However,

this departure was neglected and Eq. (!(.. 9) used without

modification.
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mountea foi»
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In Eq. (1+.6), represents (®L - e) where e^ is
the partial pressure of the diffusing vapour at the sur¬

face of the leaf. Powell (19U0) showed that evaporation

from saturated filter-paper is similar to that from a

free liquid surface, so that e^ can be equated to
es(TL), the saturated vapour pressure at the temperature
of the leaf. To find T^, a copper-constantan thermo¬
couple was made from !+2 s.w.g. wire. One junction was

exposed at right angles to the incident air-stream, whose

temperature, T, it was assumed to acquire. The other

junction was placed centrally against the metal chassis

of the leaf and held securely in position by the filter-

paper covering. This junction was assumed to reach a

temperature representative enough of surface conditions

over the whole leaf to make the thermo-couple output a

measure of (T - T^), so that T^ could be calculated
from an independent determination of T. The difference

(T - T^) was found with a Scalamp galvanometer of known
sensitivity. For the evaporation of a volatile organic

liquid from the leaf, the vapour pressure e in the

incident air-stream was zero and &e was equal to

es(TL). When distilled water evaporated from the leaf, e
was measured immediately before and immediately after a

determination of the evaporation rate E by inserting

the snout of an Assmann psychrometer into the tunnel to

extract air from a region near the upwind side of the

leaf. The value of e was then given by

e = es(T») - A(T - T*) (1+.10)
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where T1 and T were the wet and dry bulb temperatures

registered by the instrument and A, equal to 0.66 mb.

°C""^, is the standard Assmann psychrometer constant.

The deficit ^e was determined in the form

de = A(T - T1) + A(TL - T*) (U.H)

where A is the slope of the saturated vapour pressure

versus temperature curve for water between T,o0 and

T°C. Values of Cy were then calculated from Eq. (J+. 6),
with o a 1.21 gm. cm.""*' as in U.2(a). Appropriate mean

values were assigned to the pressure difference (p - eL),
namely 1000, 1010, and 1013 mb. for water vapour, bromo-

benzene and methyl salicylate respectively,

!».2(c) Measurement of

The ratio Cq/Oy could have been derived by analys¬
ing the heat exchange of an evaporating leaf, but to

determine independently of Cy another similarly
shaped leaf was made from two thin sheets of aluminium

held together by a layer of Durofix adhesive. Within

this layer was wound a length of resistance wire through

which an electric current could be passed. When the leaf

was mounted in the tunnel and a constant electrical power

W, dissipated within the leaf, its temperature remained

above that of the incident airflow by an amount depending

primarily on the speed of the airflow. To measure this
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temperature excess, two thermo-couples were employed.

Their hot functions were embedded in the adhesive layer

at central points on the leaf, and did not touch the

heater wire. With their cold junctions at right angles

to the incident airflow these thermo-couples gave closely

similar values for the temperature difference (St )i "be¬
tween the interior of the leaf and the air incident on

the leaf. However, "by tying "back one of the thermo¬

couple cold junctions to the surface of the leaf at

several points in turn, cn either side of the leaf, it was

found that St was always less than (&)i. Pig, J*.!*
shows measured values of St/(St)^ for the convex and
concave faces of the leaf US s 0°. u as 127 cm. sec."■*■).
The smoothed isotherms drawn on the leaf demonstrate

differential cooling of the leafj heat transfer being

most effective from the exposed parts of its surface.

The average value of St was deduced, from Pig. l+.h» to

be

St = 0.90 (ST).. (1 - 0.05) (U.12)

The power W, which was always close to 100 milli¬

watts (mW.), was determined from the voltage drop across

the known resistance of the constantan heater wire (26.8

ohms.). The rate of convection of sensible heat from the

leaf was then given by

H = W - R - K (U.13)

where R and K were the corresponding rates of heat
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PIGURE k'b Distribution of temperature over the surface of the
leaf (/ = 0°)! the numerals represent the ratio

«/(&), in per cent. (The isotherms are smoothed).
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loss "by radiation and conduction respectively. K was

separated into K^» the rate at which heat was conducted
away "by the thermo-couple leads, and K2» the rate of
heat loss down the support holding the leaf in the tunnel,

and an estimate of each was made, as follows.

Each thermo-couple wire entering or leaving an edge

of the leaf was treated as a long circular cylinder of

radius r, set in a surface (ST)w °C above the tempera¬
ture of a uniform airflow incident normally on the

cylinder. The rate of loss of heat from each wire could

then be written

% = <2k)% *r efjJ# (£t)w (U.liO

where k and k are the thermal conductivities of the
a

wire and of air, and Nm is the (diameter) Nusselt num¬
ber of the wire. Appropriate values of Nm were obtain¬
ed from Pig. Hi.. 12 in Schlichting^ (1955) treatise! for
u = 127 cm. sec."1. Eq. (i+.lU) gave qw = 0.6(St)w mW.
for one of the copper wires, and q = 0.15 (St)_ mW. forW •*

a constantan wire. Assuming that (^T)w was close to
75 per cent of (fc')i and neglecting the loss through
the constantan wires the corresponding value of was

found to be 3*8 mW. ((Sr). = i.k °c at u = 127 cm.

sec.""1! each thermo-couple had two copper leads entering

the bottom edge of the leaf, and one each of copper and

constantan leaving the upper edge.) In the course of the

experiment was halved by the removal of one of the

thermo-couples•
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To make Kg negligibly small the leaf had been
mounted on a narrow wooden dowal. However, assuming a

thermal conductivity of lo"^" cal. cm."''" sec."''' °c""'' for

the wood, Kg was found to be of order 0.5 mW. Thus
the total conducted loss, K, was about h per cent of

the heat input W (close to 100 mVV. ).
The radiative loss R was more difficult to esti¬

mate, being dependent on the distribution of temperature

over that (large) part of the interior surface of the

wind-tunnel "visible" to the leaf. However, with the

leaf mounted parallel to the sides of the tunnel (i.e.

ji ss 0), a temperature, TLy, was determined which was
the mean of the temperatures T^ and T,/2 (measured
by thermo-couple) at two points, one on the inside of

each wall of the tunnel immediately opposite the leaf.

It was then assumed that R would be zero when Ty was
equal to the temperature of the leaf surface T^, so
that (in mW.)

TrT 3
R = 18.3e (Tl - Tw) (U.15)

where e is the effective emissivity of the leaf-tunnel

system and T the mean of T^ and Ty. For chosen
constant values of u and W, the difference (T^ - Ty)
depended partly on the size of (Ty - T), and this
latter difference varied slowly with changing temperature

conditions in the wind-tunnel room. At a high enough

value of u (such as 127 cm. sec. ^) the difference
Tii , < ' . : s , •.;/ r-:, ? yr.*

(tl - assumed negative as well as positive values,
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so that it was possible, having measured &t for each

(Tl - T^), to find "by graphical interpolation (see Pig.
ij.,12) the value of oT corresponding to TL _ T,^. This
value of &T was then used in Eq. (k»7)t together with

H = W - K, to determine the value of relevant to

u a 127 cm. sec.""'". The emissivity e was deduced from

the rate of change of <*T with (T^ - T^) (see U.3(c))»
and used to determine R, and hence C^, at those
(lower) values of wind speed for which (T^ - T,^) was
always positive.

1+. 3 Results

it.3(a) Measured values of

Pig. 4.5 shows the moment, ms, on the supporting
rod alone! (a) for L% - 18.0 cm., and (b) for
L_ ss 21.6 cm. Tables U.l(a) and (b) give the values

measured for the total moment, mt, on the leaf and rod
at several values of wind speed when £> = 0°. Also

given are the corresponding values of m0 from Pig.

h»5t m from Eq. 4.8» P equal to n/Lz, and
from Eq. (U.3) (a » 19.6 cm. ). Table U.2 gives measured

values of P and at several values of wind speed

for fS a +90°, -90°, +23° and -23° (23° is most re¬

presentative of / in a crop canopy). Pig. U.6 was

drawn from the data in Tables U.l and k»2 and shows the

total drag coefficient, C^, of the leaf as a function
of wind speed for the five chosen values of /J. The co¬

efficient Ca depends greatly on /$, but little on
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u cm sec"'

FIGURE 4.5 m_, the moment on the (leaf) supporting rod,S

versus wind speed.



TABLEU.l(a)

jrf=0

Lz=18.0cm.

ucm.sec.""^"
23-8

23.0

25.6

32.3

1+3.0

1+9.7

67.7

80.1+

150.0

m^dynecm.
26

22

25

39

55

70

110

11+5

1+10

mdynecm.

8

8

8

11

18

22

33

U3

108

mdynecm.

18

11+

17

28

37

1+8

77

102

302

Fdyne

1.00

0.78

0.95

1.55

2.05

2,67

1+.28

5.66

16.76

cd

0.071+

0.053

0.061

0.063

0.01+7

0.01+6

0.01+0

0.037

0.031

TABLEU.l(t)

=0

21.6cm.

ucm.sec.-'*'
22.5

30.9

41.8

1+6.7

61.2

75.6

121+

127

11+5

m^dynecm.
27

1+6

78

75

130

170

1+10

1+30

510

mgdynecm.
11

16

25

27

l+l

57

116

121

11+1+

mdynecm.

16

30

53

1+8

89

113

291+

309

366

Pdyne

0.71+

1.39

2.1+5

2.22

1+.12

5.23

13.6

11+.3

16.9

Cd

0.062

0.061

0.059

0.01+3

0.01+6

0.039

0.037

0.037

0.031+
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TABLE 4.2 Lz = 18.0 cm.

jf = +90°

u cm. sec."1 22.6 24-4 24-7 25-9 27-7 36.0
P dyne 6.54 7-32 7-90 8.45 9-20 15-3

Cd 0.537 0.515 0.539 0.523 0.503 0.496

u cm. sec. 1 41*2 40.6 60.2 60.6 61.2 62.6
P dyne 20.7 18.5 41.8 41-7 43-9 45-1

Cd 0.513 0.470 0.483 0.463 0.491 0.482

u cm. sec."1 73.4 75.5 75-6 76.9 137.2 17*!,2
P dyne 60.2 66.3 64-5 66.7 201 344

Cd 0.467 0.487 0.467 0.467 0.460 0.470

/ = -90°
u cm. sec."1 24-1 41.2 66.6 79*3 148
P dyne 6.51 17.4 43-2 60.4 206

cd 0.470 0.429 0.407 0.403 0.395

/ = +23°
u cm. sec."1 20.0 26.8 42.4 65.6 79*3 142
P dyne 1.81 3-06 6.96 14-45 21.9 63.8

Cd 0.192 0.181 0.164 0.142 0.141 0.138

oCMIII

u cm. sec."^ 24.1 41.2 64.5 79*6 144
P dyne 2.13 5*37 11.77 18.2 53-1

Cd 0.143 0.130 0.115 0.118 0.105
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PIGURE U.6 Drag coefficient of leaf versus wind speed for
/ = -90°, -23°, 0°, +23° and +90°J from Tables Jj..l and 2.
(a)I Lz = 18.0 cm. (h): Lz a 21.6 cm. (and filter paper
covering on leaf). The "broken curve is the Blasius skin friction
drag coefficient for a thin flat leaf at j6 = 0°.

0
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wind speed.

For any value of u or jrf, C* nrust equal

(Cj, + Cf), the sum of its "bluff-body" and skin friction
components. Neither nor Cf was measured separate¬
ly, but the size of C^, was estimated by calculating the
theoretical skin friction drag coefficient, (at jrf*0°),
of a thin flat plate with the same area and shape as the

leaf. Blasius (1908) showed that the skin friction drag

coefficient, c^, (at j6 * o°), of a thin flat plate with
uniform chord, d, is given by

* -%
cf = 1.328 (HS) (U.16)

•

V&ien d is the maximum chord of the leaf (Pig. J*.l) it
can be shown that C£ is close to l«3Cj»« This value of
C£ is shown by the broken curve on Pig. i+.6 to be only
slightly less than the value of for 6 - 0, the

only angle at which is expected to be much larger

than C^. At other angles of incidence it is unlikely
that the contribution to Cd from skin friction exceeds

CjL | for skin friction can not in the limit when j6 « 90°
contribute to the drag on a thin flat plate. Thus, as j6
is increased from zero, should soon become much

larger than C^. Similarly, should, and does,
become less dependent on wind speed as £ increases,

confirming that the then dominant pressure force P^ is
p

nearly proportional to u (see Eq. (k»k))» Thus, unless

16 is very small, the transfer of stream-wise momentum to

the leaf, i.e. to a typical element of a natural rough
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surface, is greatly enhanced "by normal pressure forces

(1.3(c)).

**.3(b) Measured values of C

Table if.3 gives measured values of Cw, the trans¬
fer coefficient for water vapour, at several values of

wind speed for each of the previous values of /, namely

- 90°, - 23° and 0°. Included for £ = 0° only are the

corresponding values of T, (T - T'), (TL~
together with each ^e calculated from Eq. (h.ll). The

method used to determine E (see U.2(b)) is demonstrated

in Pig. 1+.7 for u = 127 cm. sec."1, fS = 0°. The moment

I R is shown plotted against the corresponding time t,

in minutes, at which the suspended system (Pig. 1+.3) was

observed to be exactly in balance. The rider weight R,

equal to 500 mg., was moved a total of 6 cm. outward

along the moment arm in about 22 minutes . Eq. (U.9) is

used to calculate E from the gradient of the straight

line drawn through the experimental points on the Figure.

Pig. 1+.8 shows the curves obtained for the wind speed

dependence of Cw at the chosen values of /. The co¬

efficient Cw, unlike C^, depends little on /, and is
much smaller than C* unless fS itself is small. The

latter observation demonstrates the "bluff-body" effect

(1.3(c)) for a typical element of a natural rough sur¬

face, while the former confirms Powell's (19U0) obser¬

vation that the rate of forced convection of water



TABLE4.3
ucm.

see.""1

22.6

30.5

49.1

62.5

105

127

145

151

T°C

16.5

18.7

16.5

16.4

14.5

19.1

14.4

16.4

T-.'?*

DC

4.8

5.9

4.2

4.35

3.2

3.2

3.1

4.5

=

0°

VT'

°c

0.20

0.25

0.18

0.19

0.24

0.30

0.22

0.31

mb

•

3.36

4.18

2.96

3.07

2.33

2.49

2.26

3.34

10**xE

^/sec.

1.14

1.49

1.28

1.47

1.32

1.51

1.45

2.21

Cw

0.102

0.080

0.060

0.052

0.036

0.032

0.030

0.0295

=

o

KA

CM

+

ucm. Cw

sec.-1

20.7 0.120

52.4 0.059

105

0.040

157

0.032

=

-23°

ucm. Cw

sec.""1

20.7 0.103

55.2 0.051

66.7 0.048

92.4 0.041

149

0.030

ucm.

sec.""1

25.0

41.2

66.7

110

147

"""

+90°

C

w

0.084

0.059

0.043

0.034

0.031

=

0

cr>

1

ucm.
Cw

-1

sec.

19.8 0.106

45.2 0.070

66.7 0.053

108

0.039

163

0.033
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LR

2-0

gm cm

3-0

i-o r

lo 20
minutes

30

Gradient — 'x = 2-l9*IO "^gm cm sec

Lx = 14-5 cm

R — 500 mg

51xiO gm sec

FIGURE Ij.,7 Determination of rate of evaporation from leaf.
Volatile liquid
Wind speed, u
Leaf angle, j6

water
127 cm. sec.

-1
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O-K

w

0'06

0-02

30

FIGURE U.8

90
cm sec

150

Transfer coefficient for water vapour versus

wind speed for as in Fig. (experimental
points, from Table h»3» shown for /6 « -23° and
/ = +23° only). The "broken curve derives from
Polhausenfs theory and applies to the transfer
of water yapour from a thin flat leaf at / = 0°.
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vapour from a flat disc is not sensitive to the angle

"between the disc and the airflow. The "broken curve on

Pig. 4.8 shows the theoretical water vapour transfer

coefficient, C^. (at /J = 0°) of the thin flat leaf
(introduced in 4.3(a)). is 1.3 times the value of

cy (for a thin flat plate of chord d) obtained from the
expression

Cy = 1.328 0&)-1/2 (f)A = cf (|)Vl (4.17)

when D equals the diffusivity of water vapour, 0.24
2 -1

cm. sec. . This relation, which is due toPohihausen

(1921), demonstrates a form of analogy between the

coefficients cy and cf, exact only when D = v.
That the power to which the diffusivity is raised is

less than unity is consequent to a thickening of the

diffusion boundary layer as D is increased (see, e.g.

Davies (1966)). Pig. 4.8 shows that the theoretical

curve, representing C^, agrees well with the experi¬
mental curves for Cw, regardless of the value of j6.

The weak dependence of Cw (and therefore of Cy
and Ch, in general) on was examined in terms of the
relative exposures of the two sides of the leaf at dif¬

ferent values of jrf. The rate of evaporation from the

leaf wetted on its concave (+) face only was measured,

to determine a transfer coefficient Cw. The corres¬
ponding coefficient, C~, was found for the leaf wetted

on its convex (-) face only. Table 4.4 gives measured

values of C* and C~ for several wind speeds at eachw w
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of the five previous values of Pig. if..9 shows the

curves obtained for the wind speed dependence of C* ,

C" and their sum C*~ I the "broken curves (from Pig.w w

if.. 8) give the corresponding values of Cw. The differ¬
ent values of C* and C~, at each value of f6t demon¬

strate the influence of relative shelter or relative ex¬

posure on the effectiveness of transfer "between a sur¬

face of the leaf and the passing airflow. Although the

sum C*~ changes with wind speed like C,„, it is aboutw w

30 per cent greater than Cw for all values of u and
this is a new result. The smaller C,„ values (bothV/

surfaces wet) indicate a jautual interference, at the

trailing edg(s) of the leaf, between the vapour streams

from opposite sides of the leaf. This interference forms

an integral part of the transfer resistance of a leaf if

both of its surfaces are active, but does not exist if

only one of its surfaces is active (e.g. a hypostomatous

leaf, which has stomata on its lower surface only).

Table gives values of C determined, at

several wind speeds, for two volatile liquids of low

molecular diffusivity, namely bromobenzene, CL^, and
methyl salicylate, Cms» Also included are the corres¬

ponding values of T, dT, T^> &e, and Et was res¬
tricted to 0°. Each Se, equal to es(TL) (see U.2(b)),
was obtained from tabulated values of vapour pressure.

Pig. i+.lO shows the graphical determination of E for

methyl salicylate at u = 62 cm. sec."*1 (Table U.5).

This Figure, which gives E close to 2 x 10"^ gm# sec."1



TABLE1+.1+ II

°o

ucm.sec.""119.81+1.072,3159 C*0.07k0.0390.0250.016 ucm.sec.'123.81*0.065.678.3137 c~0.0750.0510.01*00.0330.023
o

/ =+23

ucm.sec"18.01*7.6150 C*0.1120.0530.021* ucm.sec."119.231-91*1*.676.7103155 C~0.0680.01*20.0320.021*0.0210.016
ii

i

ucm.sec."120.71*2.1*69.011*1*
Cj0.0570.0230.0200.015 ucm.sec."122.921*.031+.21*9.282.111*9 C;0.0790.0790.0620.0530.0390.021+

e.

II

«o

ucm.sec.23-1*1*5-772.086.09611911*6 at0.0580.01+20.0320.0320.0290.0280.027W
ucm.sec."122.21*0.966.710111*1+

CT0.0530.0300.0190.0180.018w
I

II

ucm.sec."120.1+27-71+0.6121* c*0.0390.0330.0290.013 ucm.sec."119.81+1.291*155
C" 0.0930.061+0.01+10.031
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O-IO u

Cw

O' I o

!20 u 60 u 120 cm see"

+ -

_J ! L_

60 u I20 cm sec"

FIGURE I4..9 Transfer coefficients for water vapour versus wind

speed for / = -90°, -23°, 0°, +23° and +90°J from
Table l*,!* .

for the leaf wetted on its concave face only,
for the leaf wetted on its convex face only.

+- I the sum of + and - •

The broken curve (from Fig. U.8) is the coefficient when
both faces are wet.
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TABLE 4.5

u cm.secj"1 15.0 33.6 40.0 52.0 60

o
o

EH 18.2 23.4 18.0 21.7 14.0

(t-tl) °c 1.7 2.0 1.4 1.7 0.7

tL°° 16.5 21.4 16.6 20.0 13.3

mb. 3.30 4.42 3.32 4.03 2.63

Liquid
bromobenzene

IO^xE gm, seer**"
°bb

3.73

0.059
5.57

0.030

2.26

0.0253

5.94
0.0223

4.04
0.0205

-1
u cm, sec. 107 122 134 142

T °C 21.6 21.6 20.7 16.5

(t-tl) °c 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.7

Tl °C 19.9 19.9 18.9 14.8
c
Og nib# 4.00 4.00 3.80 2.91

10^xE gm. sec?1
Cbb

7.93

0.0145
8.50

0.0137

8.38
0.0128

6.90
0.0132

u cm. secr^ 26.0 30.5 62 142

Methyl

salicylate H31o ô
tr< «w» o

o

26.2

0

26.6

0

24.0

0

25.5

0

Tl°O 26.2 26.6 24.0 25.5

de mb. 0.189 0.196 0.157 0.177

IO^xE gm. seer"1"
C
ms

0.194 0.194
0.0322 0.0269

0.206

0.0172
0.357
0.0116
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O

O- 5

lxR

O

gm cm

R = 50mg

minutes

Gradient * T = 2-98 xio ^ gm cm sec '

. E = 2-06xlO \m sec

FIGURE 1+.10 Determination of rate of evaporation from leaf.
Volatile liquid
Wind speed, u

Leaf angle, /

methyl salicylate.
—1

62 cm. sec.

0°.
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0 06 •

30 90
<-m c®r~' 150u cm sec

-

'

FIGURE i+.ll Transfer coefficients versus wind speed at / = 0°
for water vapour Cw, bromo'benzene methyl
salicylate CmB and heat Ch J from Tables U.3»
k.5- h.7.

0-02 ■
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contrasts with Pig<, b^l (E = 1.5 x 10 gm, sec,"""*■) and

demonstrates the versatility of the moment balance tech¬

nique (see I+.2(b)).

Support for a relationship between Cv and molecular
diffusivity D similar to Eq. (b*17) is given by the

curves on Pig. hollp which shows the wind speed depen¬

dence (at / = 0) of Cw, and Cms. The eorrespond-
2 —1

ing values of D are 0.21+, 0.068 and 0.05U cm. sec.

respectively, in air at 17°C.

b»3{o) Measured values of

Table b*6 and Pig. U.12 show the calculation of

at the chosen (high) wind speed, u = 127 cm. sec.~*^ (see

U.2(c)). In Table I|..6(a) are the observed quantities

(T,;a - T), (T.^ - T), (Sr)if T, and N', and the
corresponding values of K, (W - K), (T^ - T) and
(Tl - T), equal to &T (Eq. (/+.12)). Table l+.6(b)
gives (T^ - T) normalised to (w - K) = 97»0 mW., and
consequent values of (T^ - T^) and T, equal to
(T_ + T,.)/2. In Pig. h.12 the normalised values of

JLi «

(T^ - T) are plotted against (T^ - T^) and a straight
line drawn through the experimental points, t§ give

(Tt - T) = l.li+ (8) °C when Tx = T.„, i.e. when R = 0.
jj Xi vV

d(TT - T)
The gradient of this straight line, ■ "

«<TL - V
must be proportional to the effective emlssivity, e ,



TABLE
4.6(a)
VT

TvrT
T

w

-T

(ST):
T,_

-T

T

W

K

W

-

K

6C

°C

°C

°c

°C

°C

raw.

mw.

mW.

2.54

1.64

2.09

1.40

1.26

17.3

101.0
4.3

96.7

0.2
6

-0.38

-0.06
1.14

1.03

18.6

101.0
4.3

96.7

0.48

-0.16

0.16

1.17

1.05

18.6

101.0
4.3

96.7

0.63

0.43

0.53

1.20

1.08

19.1

100.3
4.3

96.0

1.26

0.68

0.97

1.24

1.12

19.1

100.3
4.3

96.0

3.74

2.06

2.90

1.46

1.31

14.2

100.0
2.4

97.6

3.19

1.93

2.56

1.43

1.29

14.2

100.0
2.4

97.6

1.71

1.00

1.35

1.30

1.17

16.1

99.7

2.4

97.3

-0.68

-1.16

-0.92
1.11

1.00

13.4

99.7

2.4

97.3

TABLE

W

-

KmW.

T,

-T
L

°C

T

-T.
,

°c
w

0
a1-31

97.097.097.0

1.261.031.06

-0.831.090.90

19.019.119.2

VOVOVD

...

OOO

1.091.131.30

0.560.16—1.60
19.920.216.3

97.097.097.0

1.281.171.00

-1.28-0.181.92

16.117.413.4

Prom
Pig.
4.12

Tu
-

T

=

1.15°C

when
TL

ss

Tw
.

Thus
Eq.

i|—18

with
H

a

W
-

K

gives
Cu

=

0.028

for
u

a

127
cm.

sec."
.̂
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FIGURE U.12 Leaf-air temperature difference (tl - T) versus leaf-
wall temperature difference T, - T,„ ! from Table

. . . Mi »If
U.6(b).



TABLE4.7 11

\n-T

(&T).

Tu-T

T

W

K

cm.sec."*

°C

°C

°C

°C

°C

°C

fiw.

tn$.

23.8

0.24

-0.40

-0.08

1.97

1.77

16.8

99,6

3.9

52.8

1.16

0.13

0.65

1.76

1.58

18.8

99.4

3.4

?l"Tw °G

o

O

1-3!

R

mW.

H=W-R-K mW.

Cu

u cm.sec"*

1.85

17.7

16.3

79.k

0.079

23.8

0.93

19.9

8.3

86.7

0.043

52.8
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of the leaf tunnel system. It can be shown, by combining

Eqs, (4.7), (4.13) and (4.15) that with T = 17°C
?(T_ - T)

e = - 1.09 u CL p (4.13)
o( T - T )v L W'

Prom Table 4.6, » 0.028 at u = 127 cm. sec.""'1', and

?(T_ - T)
Pig. 4.12 gives w ■ ' • equal to - 0.105, so that

*<TL " V
e = 0.40. This value of e was used, in Eq. (4.15), to
give the values of R in Table 4.7. Otherwise, Table

4.7 is similar in form to Table 4.6, and shows the cal¬

culation of two further values of C^.
Pig. 4.7 shows that the curve determined for 0^

as a function of wind speed (at 4 - 0) is similar to

the corresponding curves for the coefficients of vapour

transferj and that the magnitude of is consistent

with the size of the molecular diffusivity of heat, ,

equal to 0.205 cm. sec." , in air at 17 0.

4.3(d) C^> a generalised transfer coefficient for mass
or heat.

The experimental results for Cy and shown in
Pig. 4.11 are re-plotted logarithmically in Pig. 4.13.

When the free convection component of transfer from the

leaf can be neglected, then Cy and can be expected
to be proportional to u~ ', from Eq. (4.17). The

gradient of each broken curve drawn through the sets of
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The wind speed dependence of eetch transfer
coefficient tends to u"~ ' as u increases

"beyonu a threshold value.
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experimental points on Pig. U.13 does in fact approach

the value -% at a high enough wind speed. Above this

(threshold) wind speed, which is greatest for water

vapour, the ratio of the forces of buoyancy to the

inertial forces acting on the air close to the surface of

the leaf, given by the value of ((gd)/u^)(^/^), is
estimated to be less than 10 is the difference

in density between air very close to the leaf surface

and air in the free stream, and is a function of &T
and I g is the acceleration due to gravity.) Solid
lines of gradient are drawn on Pig. U.13 through

appropriate points in each set to show that Cy and Ch
v

are proportional to u when forced convection is the

dominant transfer mechanism.

To determine the corresponding dependence of the

coefficients on molecular diffusivity an intercept is

drawn on Pig. U.13 at the (arbitrary) wind speed

u = 100 cm. sec. The resultant values of C are

plotted against their respective molecular diffusivities

in Pig. U.lij., which also shows the estimated experiment¬

al limits on each value of C I -5 per cent for each

Cv, and - 10 per cent for C^. The line of gradient
P
/3 drawn through the experimental points on Pig. U. Ill-

confirms that the transfer coefficient of the leaf

(at j6 = 0°) is proportional to D ^ or i</3 .

A generalised coefficient, CQ, for forced transfer
of mass or heat can thus be defined by writing

°v,h = Co (M9>
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where CQ equals Cv or when D or i< equals v.
Prom Pig. 2+.12+ CQ can "be found for u = 100 cm. sec."*,
so that in general

CQ = 1.2+0 (S|) (2+.20)

Although 0o has "been determined from results for trans¬
fer fr»m the leaf at / = 0, it can "be generalised to

apply to transfer at any value of jrf "by taking the

product CQ .(l - 10 per cent) to he independent of fS 9
as suggested hy Pig. 2+.6 (results for Cw at several
values of /).

2+.2+ The Difference between C0 and

The skin friction drag coefficient of a thin flat

plate in a tangential air-stream 0* = 0) is equal to

the coefficient for the transfer to or from the plate of

a property with molecular diffusivity equal to the kine¬

matic viscosity of air (see 2+.3(h)). This equality fails

when f6 is non-zero, so that in general CQ can not,
hy appeal to analogy, he equated to C^. However, a
momentum transfer coefficient (Gf)Q analogous to CQ
could he derived from the scalar sum of the frictional

forces on each element of the leaf surface. (Gf)0 *s
equal to only for a thin, flat leaf at / = 0. At

all angles exceeding zero the scalar sum of these forces

must exceed their vector sum resolved in the direction

of the incident air-stream, so that (Gf)0» and hence
C , must exceed . Thus the coefficient can he
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written

Cf = 3 CQ (U.21)

where 3* which is less than unity, depends on wind

speed and on /.

This conclusion can "be generalised tw a natural

rough surface whose coefficient of skin friction drag

CF, referred to the wind speed at a level zn near the
surface, would be over-estimated if it were assumed equa

to the corresponding value of CQ for the surface, as
suggested by Barry (1965)« However, for a given rough
surface it may be legitimate to write

Cp = 3 CQ (U.22)

where 3* which must depend on the form and inclination

(lrf) of the roughness elements of the surface and on wind

speed, can be expected to lie between 10~^ and unity.

Assuming for a vegetated surface that Cp(zn) is of
order 10 C0(zn) (see Figs. U.6 and for the order
of magnitude of c,j/c0)# then Cp must lie between

—1 -2
10 CD and 10 C^, so that (of order) 95 per cent of
CD is most probably made up of "bluff-body" forces
represented by which is independent of wind speed.

Although the remaining 5 per cent or so »f CD (represent
ed by Cp) must vary with wind speed (approximately as
JUL
u 2), this (absolute) variation can reasonably be neg¬

lected! so that CD itself can be considered indepen¬
dent of wind speed (provided surface geometry remains

unchanged, see 1.1(b)).
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Barry (1965) equates Cg to the difference between
measured values of Cg and Cq. He says that "it is
this "CB" which may be expected to be a function of the

■n W
y

roughness Reynolds* number," Rc, equal to * °/v. How¬
ever, this is unrealistic, for zQ is directly related
to the (total) roughness of the surface, specified by the

(total) drag coefficient Cg. On two occasions Barry
finds C0 to be greater than Cg, a result which he has
to reject (as it implies negative Cg), but which sup¬
ports Eq. (4.22).

4*5 Practical Aspects of the Results

4.5(a) The transfer resistance r of a single leaf in
the field

Eqs. (4.19) and (4.20), combined with Eq. (4.2),

yield
1/ V

A !z T) u ~'1
rv,h " 1*8U (lu23)

which is the resistance to forced convective transfer of

vapour or heat between an artificial bean leaf of dimen¬

sion d and a wind-tunnel air-stream of speed u. This

equation should give a close estimate of the resistance r

of any leaf of chord d exposed in a crop canopy to a

mean wind speed u, provided that the leaf does not

flutter, that the boundary layers of adjacent leaves do

not interfere and that u is large enough to promote

fully forced convective transfer. This last condition is

likely t« be fulfilled in parts of the canopy where u
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exceeds 50 cm. sec.-1 (Monteith, 1965)1 thus Eq. (4.23)
will tend to over-estimate r when u is less than 50

cm. sec.-1. Any fluttering of the leaf, more likely at

higher wind speeds, would again tend to reduce r,

alternate sides of the leaf "being exposed directly to the

incident air-stream. However, consideration of Pig. 4.9

(effect of exposure on transfer from one or other side

of the leaf) shows that the decrease in r due to

fluttering is unlikely to he greater than about 25 per

cent of r, and for low flutter frequencies is probably

negligible. Interference between the laminar boundary

layers of neighbouring leaves and direct sheltering of

one leaf by another would, on the other hand, tend to

increase the value of r over that predicted by Eq.

(4.23) ( see 5.4(a)). Turbulence in the canopy airflow

is ■unlikely, in itself, to reduce any one of the resist¬

ances rv, r^, or r^ of a single leaf! the Reynolds*
numbers involved, around 3000, are too small. When ttmith

and Kuethe (1966) introduced a turbulence level of 6 per
.

cent into the previously smooth flow over a flat plate,

they recorded a 25 per cent decrease in the resistance
5

to the removal of heat from the plate at R as 10 , but

could detect no change at R as 5000.

Table 4.8 gives values of r in units of sec. cm."1
for water vapour, carbon-dioxide and heat, obtained from

Eq. (4.23) (d as 4 cm., u = 75 cm. sec."1). The values

of r for heat and water vapour agree with the resistance
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TABLE 4.8

Water vapour Carbon dioxide Heat Momentum

Molecular

diffusivity
2 n£-lcm. sec.

0,24 0.14 0.20 0.15

/ r sec. cm7*

0° 0.31 0.45 0.35 0.34

-23° 0.31 0.45 0.35 0.12

+90° 0.31 0.45 0.35 0.03
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found by Impens (1962+) for the transfer of heat or water

vapour between an artificial bean leaf and the airflow

within a canopy of beans (Phaseolus vulgaris)J but are

about twice as large as those suggested by Monteith

(1965)» who reviewed previous measurements of transfer

resistance and chose those of Raschke (1956) to be most

representative of leaves in the open air. Raschke's

results were obtained from the heat exchange of a Canna

indica leaf of length 3k cm. and chord, d, about 11+ cm.

The discrepancy of resistance is most likely a conse¬

quence of free convection from Raschke's leaves, exposed

in bright sunshine.

The resistance of a hypostomatous leaf (i+.3("b)) to

water vapour or C02 transfer would be only about 50 per
cent greater than that given by Eq. (4.23).

Table 2+.8 includes measured values of the resistance,

r^, to the transfer of stream-wise momentum to the leaf
at / = 0°, -23°, and +90° (-23° is a likely "mean"

value for jrf within a canopy). Except for j6 » 0°, r^
is much less than the corresponding resistances to mass

or heat transfer (see 1.3(b)).

2+.5(b) The psychrometric constant of a leaf

If evaporation from the leaf of a volatile liquid

were maintained solely by transfer of sensible heat from

the airflow then a unique relation would exist between

<>e and <*TJ introducing X, the latent heat of
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vaporisation of the liquid, Eqs. (1+.6) and (U*7) could

he combined in the psychrometric form

Se — . y^T (U.210

where y = (CpP)/Xe) and eL/P neglected in com¬
parison with unity. Consideration of Eq. (If. 19)# or

Pig. U.11+# shows that the ratio 2j-/cv can be replaced
Vi

by ( k/d) . The true psychrometric constant of a leaf

must therefore be written

^ = r (§)V:5 (U.25)

This is identical to the result found by Kusuda (1965)#

who studied forced evaporation from a flat plate wet

surface under adiabatic conditions. Using the value of

k/D equal to 0.85# quoted for water vapour by Kusuda,

Aj = O.59 mb. °C~1. This differs from the traditional
value of the psychrometric constant y, equal to 0.66

mb. °C~1, obtained on thermodynamic as distinct from

kinetic grounds.
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CHAPTBR 5

application to a field crop

5.1 The 1966 Bean Crop at Rothamsted

5.1(a) Characteristics of crop and weather on July 7th

July 7th was chosen as a suitable day to study the

transfer of momentum to the crop: temperate weather con¬

ditions coincided with the availability of all data

relevant to the analysis. During daylight hours a moder¬

ate (west) wind blew across (as distinct from along) the

rows of bean plants. This preferred wind direction

ensured that, even although the canopy appeared to be

completely closed, the wind, would not persistently pene¬

trate the canopy by blowing along between the rows. Total
-2

radiation measured for the day was only 229 cal. cm.

(There were 7 oktas of cloud at 0900 hrs. g.m.t.): it is

therefore likely that neutral stability conditions pre¬

vailed in the boundary layer flow above the canopy, so

that Eg.. (1.1) could be used without modification.

The height h of the crop was 118 cm. and the leaf
2 2

area index L was 6.3 (cm. of one side of leaf per cm.

of horizontal surface). Stratified area indices were

available in the form (Sl)1, (&t)1# (&e)t and
(Sl> )i for leaf, stalk, peteole, and pod area, respect¬
ively, in each 20 cm. layer (i) of crop, working down¬

wards from z = h. Each stratified index corresponds to
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a value of (A^z)^ in a finite difference form of Eq.
(1.7) (see Eq. (5.1)). The indices are recorded in

Table 5.1, and shown diagrammatically in Pig. 5.1.

5.1(h) Profiles of mean wind speed above ana within the

canopy

Mean wind speeds were available at x = 100, 125,

150, 200, 250, and 300 cm. in the form of the hourly

wind run recorded from six (modified Sheppard type) cup
1. ' «

anemometers. Corresponding hourly means at lower leveh

were derived from the chart records of four hot-bulb

anemometers (Long, 1957) positioned at z = 5, 25, 50 and

75 cm. Table 5.2 gives the mean of each u( z) for each

hour of July 7th: Pig. 5.2 shows the corresponding pro¬

files of mean wind speed. Although the wind fetch over
• • ft e h

the bean crop was only about 30 metres, a similar surface

roughness extended for some further distance upwind, so

that the shape(s) of the measured profiles could be

accepted as representative of the bean crop (or at least

typical of the type of profile usually attributed to such

a restricted expanse of crop).

The profiles were divided into six groups, A to P,
» ... . . .

for u(300 cm.) in each of the chosen ranges 57-75,

79-109, 152-16U, 200-227, 259-278, and 293-30U cm. sec."1
in order. Table 5.3 gives the average values of u(z)

for each group, at the same values of z as Table 5.2

for z > h and at the same values of z as Table 5.1
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TABLE 5.1

i z

em
zi
cm

($L)± (?st)i <&e>i

118

1 108

98

108 1.73 0.055 0.01+7 0 l-Sl

2 88

78

88 1.52 0.08 0.01+3 0 1 -G tf

3 68 68 1.21+ 0.10 0.037 0.015 ) ■ o

k

58

U8

38

1*8 1.13 0.10 0.028 0.092
!• 37

5 28 28 0.61 0.11 0.012 0.039

6

18

8

0

8 0.07 0.12 0.001 0
o • l ^

7 -o £

Leaf area index » (SL),
i=l 1

= 6.3 » L
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FIGURE 5.1 Stratified area indices; from Table 5.1.

QiS leaves. ^S + ! s "bo. Iks • peteoles.u 0 •*-

S? i pods,
o

N. J *

II ' ' ' ■ /" . " •



TABLE5.2 Zcm*

5

25

50

75

100

125

150

200

250

300

Group

G.M.T.

ucm.

*~1

sec.

1

6

6

7

5

-

15

16

23

61

67

A

2

6

6

7

5

-

mm

17

19

51

57

A

7

7

7

6

-

22

19

31

68

7k

A

U

9

9

9

9

15

33

37

51

86

9k

B

«+

9

9

9

9

—

26

26

33

63

65

A

5

9

9

10

11

20

h7

58

79

102

109

B

15

15

16

19

37

70

98

119

1U3

152

C

7

22

23

23

29

50

9k

133

163

185

200

D

o

2k

25

26

30

59

99

iko

172

197

209

D

25

30

31

ko

79

130

181

218

251

270

E

10

25

30

33

kh

72

122

167

209

238

259

E

11

25

33

36

k6

69

125

177

218

251

272

E



TABLE5.2(Continued)
Zen>. G.M.T.

25

50

75

100

125

150

200

250

ucm.see.
-1

300

-12- 13 14 -15-

29

40

42

49

71

122

172

211

240

259

E

30

43

45

54

87

137

196

239

272

293

P

33

45

45

55

87

143

202

250

283

30^

P

16 17 -18-

32

42

42

50

76

123

184

225

256

278

25

28

28

37

69

112

161

196

225

241

23

23

25

34

57

97

145

179

205

219

19 20 -21-

22

23

24

32

64

102

148

181

209

227

D

15

15

17

20

42

71

103

128

154

164

C

12

13

14

19

34

65

86

116

145

156

C

22 23 -2J|r

9

9

10

9

15

24

29

43

74

79

B

10

12

12

11

15

27

29

51

74

79

B

9

9

10

9

14

22

22

31

71

75

A



FIGUR 5.2 Profiles of hourly mean wind speed; 7th July 19b6j
from Table 5.2.
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FIGURE 2( C on td,): Profiles of hourly mean wind speed;
7th July 1966; from Table 5.2,
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TABLE 5.3

Group A B C D E F

z cm. u(z) cm
-1

. sec.

300 68 90 157 21k 268 299

250 63 81+ 11+7 199 21+7 278
200 27.2 53 121 171+ 216 21+5

150 20.0 38 96 11+2 176 199
i 125 19.6 33 69 98 125 11+0

118 16.0 27.0 61 88 112 125
1 108 13.7 21.5 50 71 87 105

98 11.4 16.0 39 55 72 85
2 88 9.1+ 13.1 31.6 1+6 61 71+

78 7.6 11.9 24.2 35 1+9 62

3 68 7.5 11.0 21.1+ 31 1+5 56
58 7.5 10.5 18.7 26.5 1+0 1+9

4 48 7.5 10.0 17.2 25.2 38 1+7
38 7.4 9.5 15.7 21+.0 35 1+6

5 28 7.1+ 9.0 15.2 23.2 31+ 1+4
18 7.1+ 8.5 11+. 7 22.5 33 42

6 8 7 8 12 20 25 30



d0= 97-5 cm.

• LG <o x

ivi>

IOO u(z) 200
cm sec

300

FIGURE 5.3 -6n(z - dQ) versus u(z) ; fr can Table 5.5.
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for z < lis the latter values of u( z) were obtained

from Pig. 5.2.

5.2 Wind Drag on the Crop

5.2(a) Calculation of the shearing stress in the

flow above the crop

For each wind speed group, £n( z - dQ) was plotted
against u(z), z > h, for each of dQ equal to 90, 95>
100 and 105 cm. Neglecting groups A and B, for which

the lower recorded wind speeds were unreliable owing to

stopping of the cups, the intermediate value of dQ,
equal to 97.5 cm., was found to give a good straight line

fit between £n(z - dQ) and the observed values of u(z)
(1.1(c), 3.3(a)) for each of the other wind speed groups.

Due to the non-ideal nature of the field data (which

Pig. 5.3 demonstrates) this determination of dQ is sub¬
ject to a large uncertainty (say - 10 cm.). However, it

was not unreasonable to assume dQ independent of wind
speed ana equal to 97.5 cm, - at least as a first

approximation (see 5.3(d)).

Figure 5.3 shows, for each wind speed group, -&u(z-do)
plotted against u(z) for dQ = 97.5 cm. For groups
C, D, E and F the best line was drawn by eye, while for

groups A and B the line was ruled through the points

appropriate to z = 125 and z = 300 cm. only. A value of

u^ was derived from the gradient of each line (Eq. (3.7))
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TABLE 5.U

Group A B c D E F

u. cm. sec.**"1"
*

9.5 11.h 17.9 23.4 29.5 31.8

cm.
o

12.2

*

9.0 6.0 If-. 8 U.6 U.5

u(h)Av 1.69 2.37 3.40 . 3.76 3.80 3.93

u(d +150 cm.)0 -1
cm. sec.

62 90 152 210 265 295
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FIGURE 5.U Measured "behaviour of zQ with u# ; from Table 5.k:
and the predicted "maximum possible" rater of decrease

in zQ with u^ ; from Table 5.12,
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and the corresponding values of zQ from the intercepts
on the -6n( z - dQ) axis. Table 5.J+ records these values
of u,. and z„, together with the values of the dimen-* o

sionless resistance u(h)/u^ and the reference wind

speed u( dQ + 150 cm.) appropriate to each wind speed
group: the roughness length z is shown plotted0

against u^ in Pig. 5.^-. The experimental points on

this Figure compare favourably with those on Figure 3
■

of Monteith*s (19^3) paper, where the roughness length

of the 1961 bean crop at Rothamsted is shown plotted

against u( dQ + 1.5 metres) as a reference wind speed.
Both Figures indicate an increase in roughness length as

wind speeds fall - an increase most marked, however, in

the wind speed range (u^< 15 cm. sec.""1; u( d +150 cm)
< 150 cm. sec. 1) where the very nature of the field

data (groups A and B) precludes any meaningful deter-
.

mination of zQ. It is possible, therefore, that such
high values of zQ at low wind speeds are spurious (see
(5.3(c)).

Each value of ux in Table 5.U was used in Sq. (1.2)
-3 -3

together with p equal to 1.22 x 10 gm. cm. , to deter¬

mine a value of the shearing stress T in the following

Table.

table 3,5

Group

-7- dyne cm.

u \ iW

A B C D E F

0.11 0.16 0.39 0.67 1.06 1.23
L ! 7 3 I. I o 1.1A
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5.2(b) Calculation of the drag f on an "equivalent"

1 cm.2 column of crop.

Eg. (1.17) was written in the finite difference

form

(&,)i.c4(V/S> ♦ (C?st)1 + s<S>e + S>0)1.o^
= (drag on leaves, fT) + (drag on stalks, peteoles

and pods, fg)
(5.1)

where Cd(u^,/) is the drag coefficient, available from
n

Pig. U.6, of a typical (average sizej bean leaf, and

is a drag coefficient representative of cylindrical
2 3

objects at Reynolds' numbers between 10 and 10 : for

simplicity was assumed independent of wind speed,

and equal to 0.5. ' The factor 2/% recognises the ran¬

dom orientations of the peteoles and pods in comparison

with the stalks, which latter are generally vertical and

therefore normal to a horizontal flow.
■» x . , *

Taking the stratified area indices from Table 5.1

and each u± from Table 5.3, and choosing -23° as a
reasonable mean value for /> within the canopy, f^ and
fn were calculated for group E in Table 5.6, to give3

~2
f equal to k.k dyne cm. , or over four times the corres¬

ponding value of t~. Considering the relative sizes of

f , f and nr , it was not possible to choose /6 ao

that f would be equal to -r .

f = p YZ
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However, if the conclusion of Section 3.2(b) regard¬

ing drag coefficients within the canopy is accepted, and

if each u^ can be regarded as a good measure of the
mean speed of the wind blov/ing past each bean plant at

the level z^, then the above discrepancy between f
and T~ can be explained in terms of a shelter effect

alonej many of the individual leaves and much of each

stalk and peteole system being effectively sheltered by

leaves immediately to windward.

Before values of K^( z) within the canopy could be
determined, some plausible means had to be found to in¬

corporate the effect of shelter into the calculation of

f, in such a way that f would be equal to T •

5.2(c) The "shelter factor" p. equal to f/T
2

The ratio between the force (per cm. ), f, calculat¬

ed from Eq.. (5.1) and the shearing stress T was named

the "shelter factor", and given the symbol p.

As a first approximation, the actual force on each

layer (<hs)^ of crop was defined to be f^/p, (Table 5.6),
and Eq,. (1.18) was used in finite difference form to

determine t(z) at several levels within the canopy.

These values of "^tz) were then inserted in Eq,. (1.19),
. - A • «i ;v i

together with appropriate du(z)/dz deduced from Table

5.3, to give the "first estimates" of KM(z), for group
E, which are plotted against z in Pig. 5.5, (1).

The major assumptions embodied in the preceding

determination of t~(z) are:



TABLE5.6

GroupE

;6a-23°}p=1+.25

z

cm.

i

uicaCui) cm.

-1

sec.

(Vi dyne
-2

cm.

(fs^i dyne
-2

cm.

dyne
—2

cm.

f/p dyne
-2

cm.

t(z) dyne
-2

cm.

du(z) dz sec.""1

cm.2 sec.""1

118

1.060

108

1

87-0.115

1.81+

0.39

2.23

0.525

0.780

2.00

319

98

0.535

1.32

333

88

2

61o-v>0.120

0.82

0.21+

1.06

0.250

0.385

1.13

279

78

0.285

0.79

296

68

3

Il504^0.125
0.38

0.17

0.55

0.129

0.212

0.1+5

386

58

0.156

0.37

31+5

1+8

1+

38AV0.130

0.25

0.15

0.1+0

0.091+

0.103

0.28

301

38

0.062

0.20

251+

28

5

31+o-m0.135

0.11

0.10

0.21

0.050

0.031

0.11+

181

18

0.012

0.1+2

23

8

6

25o°r\-L0.11+5

0.01

0.01+

0.05

0.012

-

-

-

3.1+1

1.09

1+.50

1.06

1.06

fL

fs

dyne

f

cm."2

f/P

T(h)

Cr

^3

j> -I-cc
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FIGURE 5.5 Measured values of K^( 2) within the canopy (group E wind
speeds):

(1) /6 = constant = -23°, P = constant = 1+.25 * Table 5.6,
(2) /6 = constant = -23°» P = pC^) $ Table 5.8.
(3) / = Uj_) » P - P0 = constant = 3.71 = 1+ f

Table 5.9.
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(i) that j6 has the same mean value, -23°f at all

levels in the canopy;

(ii) that p has the same value, U.25, at all

levels in the canopy, and

(iii) that p is the same for stalks etc. as it is

for leaves.

Included in (ii) is the assumption that p is indepen¬

dent of the local densities of crop elements (specified

obviously weak (p must tend to unity in sparse foliage),
defies objective investigation, and is incorporated,

together with assumption (iii), in the following

analyses. However, (i) and (ii) could be investigated;

for these assumptions require, or imply, that neither j6

nor p should change with wind speed: accordingly, p
-'• "■ :• M . , " ■ .

was calculated (Table 5.7) for each wind speed group for

each of three chosen (constant) mean values of /, namely

-57°» -23° and 0°. (Obviously p depends on the choice

of / in Eq.. (5.1)). Requisite values of C^u^/S)
were derived from Pig. 5.6 (prepared from Pig. k.S and

additional data). Pig. 5.7 shows p plotted against the

chosen, reference, wind speed u^g = u(98 cm.), for each
j6, and demonstrates marked dependence of the "shelter

factor" not only (inevitably) on the arbitrary choice of

/, but also on wind speed. By equating Ug8 to u(z)
within the canopy, this experimental correlation between

assumption which, a1th ough



FIGURE5.6asafunctionof/Satseveralwindspeeds.



TABLE5*7

Group

A

B

C

D

E

F

-

fdynecm.""2
0.036

0.067

0.29

0.62

1.09

1.67

-

-2

Tdynecm.

0.11

0.16

0.39

0.67

1.06

1.23

-

"•X

Uggcm.sec.
11

16

39

55

72

85

-37°

0.25

0.1+9

1.98

3.71+

5.95

8.50

-23°

fLdynecm.""
0.1k

0.26

1.09

2.10

3.WL

1+.87

0°

0.085

0.13

0.1+5

0.77

1.17

1.61

1

V>4

-J

O

0.286

0.557

2.27

1+.36

7.01+

10.17

-23

H

it

»-*

+

CO

0.176

0.327

1.38

2.72

1+.50

6.51+

0°

dynecm.-2

0.121

0.197

0.71+

1.39

2.26

3.28

-37°

2.60

3.1+8

5.82

6.51

6.6U

8.28

-23°

p=f/V

1.60

2.01+

3.51+

1+.06

1+.25

5.30

0°

1.10

1.23

1.90

2.07

2.13

2.67
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9 r

60
u98 or u(z) IOO -i

cm sec

J? 7s

«?

140

■ \o--\

The "shelter factor" p versus the reference wind speed

u(93 era.); from Tahle 5»7» The "true" shelter factor

pQ is shown equal to



TABLE5.8

GroupI

6

=-23°,
P=P(u)from
Pig.5.7

z

cm.

i

dyne
-2

cm.

ui cm. sec.-1

fi/pi

T(z) dyne
-2

cm.

Mil
dz cm. sec.

Vz> cm.2 sec.-1

118

1.060

108

1

2.23

87

5.1

0.1*39

0.820

2.00

335

98

0.621

1.32

386

88

2

1.06

61

1+.2

0.256

0.1+85

1.13

352

78

0.365

0.79

379

68

3

0.55

U5

3.6

0.157

0.275

0.1+5

501

58

0.208

0.37

1+62

1*8

1+

0.1+0

38

3.1*

0.121

0.11+0

0.28

1*07

38

0.087

0.20

357

28

5

0.21

31*

3.2

0.069

0.01+0

0.11+

235

18

0.018

0.1+2

35

8

6

0.05

25

2.9

0.018

—

—

—
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p and u^g ^01, different wind speed groups was trans¬
lated into a variation of p with u(z) within any one

wind speed group (i.e. profile), and used in Table 5.8,
/ o

again for group E with p = -23 , to obtain revised

values of "2~(z) and K^(z)! each p^, equal to
p(u(z.))» was obtained fran Fig. 5.7 and applied to the

6
appropriate value of f. so that the sum 2Z (f./p.,)1

i=l 1 1
was equal to Those values of K^(z) are shown in
Pig. 5.5, (2), to be significantly greater than the

original values (l).

However, it is likely that the calculated increase

in p with Ugg was more an artefact of holding /6
constant than a result of a real increase in shelter

effect with wind speed. It therefore seemed more plaus¬

ible to attribute this calculated increase in p to a

real decrease in / with wind speed, due to streamlining,

and the following form of analysis was investigated.

5.2(d) The "tr^q" qfrqlter fqq^or pQ

The introduction of a "true" shelter factor pQ,
assumed independent of wind speed, enabled the use of

Pig. 5.7 "to derive a likely rate of decrease in /> with

wind speed. A line was drawn through each set of points

on Pig. 5.7, little weight being placed on the points
o

representing groups A and B, The line for p = -37

was restricted to pass through p = h at u^g =0, and
this value was assigned to pQ. The subsequent inter-
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, O 20 60 , " IOO -1 140
U98 °r U Cm Se<*

FIGURE 5.8 Variation in with u(98 cm.) predicted by
1

Fig.. 5.7 when p = pQ = U.



TABLE
5.9

Group
E

6

=

/rf(u)
from
Pig.
5.8;
p

=

pQ,

(actual
value
of
pQ

was

3.71).

z

i

(fS^i
ui

/iK)

cd(<W
<fL>i

fi/Po
t(z)
du(
z)

cz

cm.

dyne-2
cm.

cm.sec.

deg.

dyne-2
cm.

dyne™
-2

cm.

dyne-2
cm.

dyne"2
cm.

sec•

cm.2sec.""'*'

118

1.060

108
1

0.39
87

-15

0.076

1.21

1.60

0.432

0.822
2.00

337

98

0.628
1.32

390

88

2

0.24
61

-22

0.11

0.75

0.99

0.267

0.480
1.13

348

78

0.361
0.79

375

68

3

0.17
k5

-26

0.14

0.43

0.60

0.162

0.267
0.45

486

58

0.199
0.37

440

48
i

4

0.15
38

-27

0.15

0.30

0.45

0.121

0.131
0.28

384

38

0.078
0.20

320

28

5

0.10
34

-28

0.16

0.14

0.24

0.065

0.033
0.14

193

18

0.013
0.42

25

8

6

0.04
25

-31

0.18

0.01

0.05

0.013
—

mm

—
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section of the line pQ = with the line for ^ = -23°
occurred at u^g = 55 cm. sec. \ and with the line for
j6 = 0° would occur at some very high wind speed. On this

hasis the curve on Pig. 5.8 was drawn: and the demon¬

strated decrease in j6 with u^g was translated into a de¬
crease in /> with u(z) within the canopy. (N.B. the

assumption j6 = -37° when u^g = u( z) = zero is not in¬
appropriate: it can he shown that the mean value of

sin / for a lai'ge number of leaves in a bean canopy

under calm conditions is about 0.6, for which j6 = -37°5 •

In Table 5*9, again for group E, each (f^)i was
calculated using the appropriate value of Cu^» /)
derived from Pig. 5.6 when /6 = from Pig. 5.8.

Each value of f. was then divided by p (herei o
\ 6 /

"adjusted" to 3.71) so that the sum 21 f./P was
i=l 1 °

equal to 1~ . The resultant values of are shown

in Pig. 5.5,(3) to be again (as (2)) about 30 per cent

greater than the original values ((1)).

The form of analysis most in accord with reality

probably lies between the two preceding forms; a decrease

in / with wind speed less than suggested by Pig. 5.8

being accompanie d by an increase in the "true" shelter

factor pQ to account for progressive bunching of
leaves as wind speeds increase.
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5.3 Properties Determined for the Bean Prop

5.3(a) K^CzVu within the canopy

The form of analysis investigated in section 5.2(d)*
Table 5.9, was adopted to determine values of K,,(z)/ux
within the canopy for groups C, D, S and P. The results

are presented in Table 5.10 and Pig. 5.9.

Above the canopy ^(z'J/u^ is equal to k( z - dQ),
Eq. (1.15), and is independent of wind speed (provided

dQ is, or is assumed, independent of wind speed.). Pig.
5.9 shows the behaviour of KM(z)/u^ within the canopy
to be broadly similar to that determined for the arti¬

ficial crop (Pig. 3^18): i.e. z)/u^ is approximate¬

ly constant between z = h and z = (about h/U), but

about U5 per cent greater than Kj^hJ/u^ from Eq. (1.15)
( see 3.U(a)).

5*3(b) The resistances R^ and r^/
The heavy line drawn on Pig. 5.9 was assumed to

define K^( z)/u^ as a function of z. The method of
Section 3.U(b) was then used, in Table 5.11* to obtain a

first estimate of the canopy resistance for a chosen

wind speed group, group E. Each u^(Rp^ in Table 5.11
is the Integral of ux/K^(z) between z = z^ and z = h.
By weighting each (R ) ^ with the corresponding value
of the "true" force fj/p , from Table 5.9, and dividing
by the value of u^ appropriate to group E, namely 29.5
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TABLE 5.10

Group C D E P

17.9 23.4 29.5 31.8

z cm. VzVu# cm-
118 8.2 8.2 8.2 8.2

108 11.5 10.6 11.4 12.6

98 9.3 9.6 13.2 13.0

88 7.5 8.1 11.8 13.7

78 8.2 8.2 12.7 13.4

68 11.5 11.8 16.5 14.3

58 10.7 12.8 14.9 15.4

48 10.0 17.5 13.0 31.4

38 9.2 14.0 10.8 18.8

28 8.3 10.9 6.5 7.7

18 0.7 2.0 0.9 1.2

c cm. 90 88 85 83



cm

O

IO

K

20

30

1 h- C3 K
I

M/u.

cm

FIGURE5.9MeasuredvaluesofKM(z)/uwithinthecanopy; FromTable5*10.

\
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-1 -1
cm. sec. , the value 0.097 sec. cm. was found for
— t \ -1
H , in comparison with equal to 0.13 sec. cm.

(derived from Table 5.U) • However, a more reliable value

for (i.e. a value independent of measured K^(z))
was determined using the indirect method of Section 3.U(c).

Eq. (3.16) was written, with reference to Eq. (5.1), in
X ■

the form

u2(cju ,/5(u ))L/p + G'(S. + - p + - P )/p ) = u^nr d m ^ m o d t % e % o" o' *

(5.2)

(u^ is the fictitious -uniform wind speed within the
canopy which would give the same drag force as the

original wind profile: i.e., same t ; same u„. ; same

zqj only, a larger dQ.) The shelter effect is accommo¬
dated by dividing each area index by the "true" shelter

factor pQ: the reduced index L/po» for example, could
be considered the "effective" leaf area index for momentum

transfer.

-1
For wind speed group E : u^ = 29.5 cm. sec. and

p =3.71 (Table 5.9). Values of the area indices were
o

derived from Table 5.1 and, using = 0.5, Eq. (5.2)

was simplified to

um(Cd(V + °*06) = U9° (5#3)

This equation was then solved by a method of successive

approximations (involving Figs. 5.6 and 5.8) to give:

um = 52 cm. sec.'1, /(n^) = 22.5°} and
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= 0.125. Eq. (3.15) was then applied, with 11(h)

equal to 112 cm. sec. to give R^ = 0.07 sec. cm.~^I-
the canopy resistance at u^ = 30 cm. sec.~^.

The resistance of the crop elements

themselves was obtained directly, being equal to
P

u^/u^ or 0.06 sec. cm. (3.i+(d)). However, as two
types of crop element are recognised by the presence

in Eq. (5*1) of two independent drag coefficients

and C^, ^d^d must a composite resistance,
formed by suitable parallel combination of the resistance

(pQ leaves and the resistance
P P

p r*/(S, + — P + — P ) for stalks etc. There¬to d x t x e x o

fore, although the quantity has meaning, neither

r^ nor can be given individual identity. It can
however be shown, by the method of Section 3«U(<l),
that this composite resistance is about two

thirds of the mean value of (pQ r^/L) found if the
drag on the leaves alone is considered.
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5.3(c) Predicted variation in z^ with u. (d^
assumed constant)

Using the value of the canopy resistance derived

in the previous Section for u^ a 30 cn. sec.""'',
namely iL = 0.07 sec. cm."*1, Eq. (3.17) was written

in the form

u(h) _

u5 rd
2.1 + (5.4) t

similar to Eq. (3.18) (see 3.U(e)). It was then assumed,

for purposes of demonstration, that the "maximum possible"

effect of streamlining on the behaviour of

would be to make this resistance independent of wind

speed (i.e., the corresponding drag coefficient oc

(wind speed J"1) J and in this way Eq. (5.1*) was

simplified to

from which the values of u(h)/u^ recorded in Table

5.12 were calculated. The corresponding values of zQ,
derived from Eq. (1.13) with dQ - 97.5 cm., were
plotted on Fig. 5.U to demonstrate the "maximum possible"

rate of decrease in with in • The "true" rate of
O

decrease in z^ with u is likely to be even less thano *

this, so that the markedly high values of zQ found by

» 2.1 + 0.06 u^ (5.5) t

i 3 iR yy ti—kii



TABLE 5.11

i u* ^RD^i fi/po
-2

dyne cm.

(fi/po^U^^RD^i
-2

dyne cm.

1 0.83 0.102 0.36
2 2.50 0.267 0.67
3 U.17 0.162 0.68
h 5.83 0.121 0.70

5 7.50 0.065 0.2*9
6 10.8 0.013 0.12*

R-J3 s )—^ ' u* s 29.5 cm. sec. * so that
Rjj = 0.097 sec. cm.-1

TABLE 5.12

11^cm. sec.""* 10 15 20 25 30 35

u&2 2.7 3.0 3.3 3.6 3.9 2*. 2

zo cm.
(dQs 97.5 cm.)

6.9 6.2 5.5 2*. 8 2*.3 3.9
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experiment at low wind speeds must "be regarded as

spurious (5.2(a)).
The empirical Equation (3*9) gives zQ = 8.2 cm.,

in comparison with experimentally determined values

around 5 cm.

5.3(d) Changes if dQ is equated to c.

Equality between the zero plane displacement d0 of
a crop and the level of action c at which the wind drag

can be considered to act on the crop was suggested in

Section 3.3(f).
The level c was calculated for each of groups C,

D, E and P, and is shown in Table 5.10 to fall from 90

cm. at group C wind speeds to 83 cm. at group P wind

speeds, much below the constant value 6 - 97.5 cm.

previously chosen (5.2(a)). However, it can be shown by

redrawing Pig. 5.3 that dQ = c is little less consis¬
tent with the experimental data for groups C to P

than is dQ = 97-5 cm. Some accompanying changes in
results aret-

(i) zQ is essentially independent of u^, and
equals about 8 cm. (Eq. (3.9) gives about zQ
about 12 cm.)

(ii) values for u^ increase by about 15 per cent, so

that the value in place of U, can be assigned

to the "true" shelter factor pQ.
(iii) KM(h)/u^, equal to k(h - dQ), increases by
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about 50 per cent, whereas values for K^( z)/ux
within the canopy increased "by about 15 per cent,

to become only some 10 per cent greater than

KM(h)/u* (5.3(a)).
The magnitude of these changes emphasises the need

for care in choosing a value for drt. It is suggested,o

if no "better" value can be deduced, that the 0.75h should

be used for the zero plane displacement of a mature bean

crop. (Here 0.75h = 89 cm.)

5.i+ Estimated Resistance of the Crop to Mass or Heat

Transfer

5.U(a) A value for B*"1

The canopy resistance to mass or heat transfer RQ
was equated to the canopy resistance to momentum transfer

(see 1.3(d)) so that Eq. (1.33) could be written in the

simple form

Just as L/pq has "been considered (5.3(b)) as the
"effective" leaf area index for momentum transfer to the

crop, the corresponding quotient I/p^ can be defined as
the "effective" leaf area index for mass or heat transfer.

If it is assumed that all exchange of water vapour, carbon

dioxide and (even) heat between a bean crop and the

atmosphere occurs via the leaves alone, then S in
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Eq. (5.6) is simply equal to L/p' The shelter factor
o #

p* for mass or heat must be close to, but less than, the
o

shelter factor p for momentum. The estimated value
o

3-1 was assigned to p^, in comparison with pQ = k»
The resultant value of 3Q» namely 2,1 i 0.7> was then

-1
used in Sq. (5.6) to determine a value of B for the

bean crop.

The mean resistance r was conveniently equated
o

to rQ(u(do)), and found frcm Eq. (J+.23) (with u = 72
cm. sec. from Table 5.3} h = *+.0 cm.} and D or k = v ),

-1 • —1 —
to be 0.U3 sec. cm. at = 30 cm. sec. • (N.B. rQ
is independent of /5.) Finally with equal to

0.06 sec. cm. from Section 5.3(b)., B 1 was found

to have the value k i 2. There are few determinations
-1

of the parameter B for vegetated surfaces available

for comparison. Chamberlain (1966) deduced B ^ = 5 for

water vapour over grass - zQ = 1 cm., u^ = 25 cm. sec.
- and calculated from data of Pasquill (19U9) and Rider

"•1
(195k) the respective values B = 5.7 and 3.9 for heat

over grass - zQ = 0.3 cm., u^ = 23 cm. sec.
It is encouraging to note, in terms of Section 1.3(c)

that the value of B ^ determined here for a bean crop,

for which zq = 5 cm., is at least experimentally indis¬
tinguishable from the above values determined for sur¬

faces v/ith roughness lengths an order of magnitude less.

This may allow a universal value of B , say k, to be

used with a certain measure of confidence over any

suitably vegetated surface (provided u^ lies between 15
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and 1+5 cm. sec.""1, say).

This positive value for B 1 shows that the crop as

a whole has a higher resistance to mass or heat transfer

Tq than it has to momentum transfer r^. E.g. with
-1

B = k and choosing u(h)/u^ = 3.8 from Table 5.k,
Eq. (1.27) gives rQ(h) = 2.1 r^{ h).

Pig. 5.10 demonstrates that, when KQ(z) = K^(z),
u^. rQ( z) exceeds u^. rD( z) by b"1 at all levels
within the logarithmic part of the boundary layer. The

non-dimensional resistance u^.r^Cz) is given by Eq.
(1.13) t while the corresponding value of u^.r^z) can
be written

u*. rQ( z) = In (Z t d°) (5.7)
z

Q

where

zo = V (5.8)

is the roughness length for mass or heat transfer
—1 1

(introduced by Chamberlain). For positive B , z is
v

always less than zq : this is further manifestation
that such surfaces are less conducive to (i.e. less

"rough" for) mass or heat transfer than they are to

momentum transfer. However, the physical significance
t

of the length zQ is, to quote Chamberlain, "not to be
overstressed."
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5.U(b) Estimation of"mean surface conditions" of

temperature and vapour pressure

Monteith (1963) plotted T(z) and e(z) against
# t

u(z) to define straight lines with intercepts T and
c s *

e on the axis u = 0. These values of temperature and
q t ■ ■ ! 1 , 9 -

vapour pressure were then attributed to an effective crop

surface positioned appropriately at z = dQ + zq (see
also Penman and Long, i960). Monteith endowed the effect¬

ive surface with the physiological properties of a leaf
ft

and derived a formal expression for the "stomatal" re¬

sistance r of a crop from the ratio (e(T ) -e )/
s s s s

(evaporative flux), where e (T ) is the saturateds s

vapour pressure at the temperature, T s i.e. e ands s

T were assumed to give an estimate of mean conditions
s

of vapour pressure and temperature on the real crop sur-
•\ *

face. However, the above method took no account of the

extra resistance encountered by mass or heat at a rough

surface over that encountered by momentum (see 1.3(h),

(c) and (d)); i.e. it contained the implicit assumption
' -1

that zQ = zQt or rather, that B =0.
Consideration of Fig. 5.10 allows an improved esti¬

mate of e and T to be made from the intercepts of
s s

the wind versus property relationships, not on the line

u(z) = u( dQ + z ) =0 as previously, but on the line

* Later called the "surface" resistance, Monteith (1965).
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FIGURE 5.11
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Vapour pressure e(z) verses wind speed u(z): a

determination from Eq,.-(5.9) of surface vapour

pressure eg.
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u(z) = u (dQ + zQ) = - B 1 (5.9)

consistent with repositioning the effective surface at the
i

level z = dQ + zq, where according to Eq. (5.7) the
resistance ZqC2) is zero.

In the example drawn in Pig. 5.11, a fictitious set

of vapour pressures, e( z), is plotted against the group

E wind speed values, u(z), from Table 5.3. With u = 30

cm. sec. and B*"1 = kt Eq. (5.5) gives u = -120 cm.

sec. the intercept on this line of the straight 'line

drawn through the points on Pig. 5.11 (assuming

Liz) = Ktt( z)) gives e = e( d + z ) = Ik, 5 mb.$ whereasV H S O O

on Monfceith*s simpler model, e = e( d,+ z ) = 13.k mb,7 s o o

(Compare differences with e(h) = 12.3 mh., for example.)

Some of the objections to Monteith's "stomatal" or

"surface" resistance r (see Philip, 1966, and Monteith,
s

1963; Discussion) are removed if values of eQ and T0
defined by Eq. (5.9) can be used in its derivation.

(With usual conditions of transpiration, such revised

values of r would be about 50 to 75 per cent of the
s

original values.) However, until likely differences be¬

tween and R0 can be included in an estimate of b""^
(i.e. a rigorous use of Eq. (1.33))» objections arising

from differences in the vertical distributions of the

sources and/or sinks of momentum, mass and heat cannot be

answered.

N.B. it is the roughness length of a crop and not,
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as suggested, by Penman and Long (i960), its zero plane

displacement which, is modified (via Eqs. (1.33) and (5.8))

"by any difference between the vertical distribution of

the momentum sink within the canopy and the corresponding
3

distributions of the sources and/or sinks of water vapour

carbon dioxide and heat.
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CQNCLU3IQN

This Section is not intended as a list of conclusions

or results, each one of which is already recorded at an

appropriate place in the text, "but is selective in

nature, treating only those points which allow further

unification of the text, are worthy themselves of further

emphasis, or in retrospect are in need of fuller explana¬

tion.

C.1 The Rough Surface - General

In Section 1.3(c), Eq. (1.21+), the ratio p is

related to the parameter B*"^ via the absolute constant

E. The value of E will now "be estimated, and used to

find the value of B 1 corresponding to the transition

to the "fully rough" flow regime.

For the elements of the artificial crop, p # 1.3

over the range of Reynolds' numbers involved (Goldstein,

1936), and Eq. (1.3l|.) gives B"1 = 0.5 (rQ derived from
data on heat exchange in Schlichting's treatise): so

that E = O.U. Using the field value, b"^" = kf proposed

in Section 5»U(a), p is found to have the value 10 for

a vegetated surface - not substantially different from

the order of magnitude implied for p in Section

The (element) Reynolds' number R_ = 600, defined

in Section 1.1(c) to specify the transition to the "fully

rough" flow regime, corresponds, for circular cylinders,

to p = 5 (Goldstein, 1938); so perhaps p = 5 is a
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close enough estimate of the corresponding universal

threshold value of jj, (1.3(c)). With E = O.U, this

threshold is effectively specified "by B*"1 s 2 (provided

D, vc s v).

As a final example, E « 0.1+ implies that for the

rough glass plates used "by Owen and Thomson (1963)

}i f 50 when u^ = 25 cm. sec."'1'.

C.2 The Oron

It has "been demonstrated in the text, that rD(h)
(the total resistance of a crop referred to z = h) can "be

consistently and properly separated into two (suitably

defined) mean resistances and r^/S^, where R^
is a measure of the turbulent resistance of the canopy

and rd/Sd a measure of the resistance of the crop
elements themselves J that the magnitude of R^ is in
agreement with the corresponding values of KM(z)/u^
within the canopy - which values are significantly larger

than those determined by Uchi^ima and Wright, for example

- and alsoJ that R^ and are generally of
comparable magnitudes. This last property lessens to

some degree the effect of a change in C^, (equal to
Vu?d), on the value of zQ (see 3 .JU-(a)); for zQ is
related to (the sum) rQ(h).

It is to be noted that the proposed empirical

relation zq = k (h - dQ), Eq. (3.9)> gives values of
zQ nearer to those derived experimentally (3.3(b),* 5.2(a))
than does Eq. (3.8).
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C.3 The Leaf

It was first suggested by Cowan and Milthorpe (1967)
that the "bluff-body" effect must result in rd being
significantly smaller than r0 for a leaf exposed within
a crop canopyj and indeed the values found for the

'

artificial leaf in Chapter show that, except near

/ = 0°, rd is much smaller than rQ.
Sheppard (1958) implied that any relation employing

vertical fluxes of vapour or heat to estimate surface

conditions of vapour pressure or temperature must in¬

clude the appropriate molecular diffusivity D or K J

and indeed the coefficient Cyll is found to be propor¬
tional to (D, k- )2/i J so that, generalising to a natural

rough surface, the appropriate value of n to be used

in Eq. (1.23) or Eq. (1.21*) is 2/3.
However, owing to the uncertainty introduced by the

effect of shelter into the derivation of a value for B""^
in the field (pQ for momentum; pQ' < pQ, for vapour or
heat), the value B"1 = k is considered to apply to water

vapour, COg and heat over any vegetated surface. (Note!
the source of this uncertainty is not doubt as to the

"real" value of pD (see 5*3(d), (ii)), but hinges on the
choice of the ratio p */p« - 0.75 - 0.25 - a ratioo o

which, however, is open to experimental investigation.)
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C.k Final Remarks

This thesis has been concerned to a relatively-

large extent with surface conditions, i.e. with the

lower boundary conditions of the atmosphere. However,

it is the various material fluxes across this lower

boundary which are of prime concern; and only in as

much as some advance has been gained in understanding

the nature of the resistances presented to these

fluxes, at this boundary,can any distinct claim t«

relevance be made. Nevertheless, it is hoped that the

results of this work may have application in agriculture

and in forestry - which latter offers considerable scope

for further research into the properties of canopy flow.
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APPENDIX JITLY 1968

The assumption (p.105) that the product is independent

of uM is tenable only in terms of the physical model of a crop ?

i
which it defines , and breaks down on application to a real crop.

^

A proper physical model includes the assumption that successive

profiles should be geometrically similar in shape - not congruent

as implied by the original model - so that and hence u(h)/uR
must be proportional to u^r^/S^, Thus variation in zQ with u^
depends solely on the behavior of the mean drag coefficient

of a crop element and is more extreme than indicated in the original

analysis.

Changes are

(i) that Eq., (3.11) is upheld and can be written as

CD(h) = (3.12-A)

which can be derived from Eq., (3.12) on the assumption that

u is proportional to u(h) ($ is properly equal to um as defined on
P.183);

(ii) that Eq.. (3.17) is transformed into

sbil =

(3.18-A2)
sd

H A compre ensive appendix is available from the author, Department
of Meteorology, Prummond Street, Edinburgh, 8,
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while Sq. (3.18) Is replaced by

- 3.h5 Vd<u)/Sd (3.18-A)

(ill) that Eq. (5.b) becomes »

IlLkl » 2.2 UJt?d/Bd (5.U-A)
U*

and Sq. (5.5)

liliii = 0.13 u (5.5-A1)
u* *

It is plausible* however that C.°cUAd U |

so that

aLfcl a 1.26 u| (5.5-A2)
u*

For Fig. 3.15 and in Table 3.12 the values were calculated

from the forces f derived from moment balance readings and as

such are somewhat incompatible with the values of u(z) used.

However, when values of u^ are derived from the forces f^
calculated from the measured u(z) profiles these u^ are compatible
with each u(s) and the resulting Fig. 3.15-A (p.201) is in

agreement with Eq. (3.18-A).
X See foot-note p. 199
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FIGURE 3.15-A u(z)/u versus u from T.at>le 3.12A
(u derived from normalised f , not from f as Fig 3*15)jc »*> P


